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The researcher analyzed data from two online cohorts of preservice teachers at a small, 
liberal arts university in Washington State. The researcher conducted a correlational 
analysis to determine if standardized writing scores and the quantity of video analysis 
conducted during the educator preparation program (EPP) predicted performance on the 
national Educative Teacher Performance Assessment (edTPA). Contrary to the 
researcher’s hypothesis, academic writing ability did not have a predictive positive 
relationship with edTPA performance, r = -.004, p = .98. The total quantity of video 
analysis, both of self and of other, resulted in a statistically significant positive 
correlation with total edTPA scores, r = .34, p = .02. Disaggregated data showed 
significant positive correlations with the quantity of others’ videos interns commented 
on, particularly with edTPA Task 3: Assessment. 
 
Keywords: video analysis, preservice teacher, video feedback, teacher preparation, 







Chapter 1: Introduction 
Many scholars claim that of the variables over which school systems have some 
control, teacher quality and personal factors contribute the most significantly to student 
outcomes (Darling-Hammond, 2006b; Hattie, 2012; Marzano, 2007; Nagro, 
deBettencourt, Rosenberg, Carran, & Weiss, 2016). Educator preparation programs 
(EPPs) have faced fierce criticisms throughout the decades, accusations of not providing 
rigor nor professional skills to actual classroom teaching practice (Darling-Hammond, 
2006a & b; Goldhaber, Cowan, & Theobold, 2017; Parkes & Powell, 2015). Teacher 
candidates themselves perennially critique EPPs for having theoretical learning in 
coursework that seems to diverge from the “reality” they face in the classroom (Schieble, 
Vetter, & Meacham, 2015). As one example, Riley (2020) explained that a group of five 
EPPs wanted to be more strategic in implementing reading science into their elementary 
educator programs. These EPPs reported that while a majority of candidates (60-80%) 
had opportunities to learn about reading science in coursework, a majority of those 
teachers (50-60%) received no practical training on actually employing the reading 
science principles in the classroom (Riley, 2020).  
The most common connection between coursework to actual classrooms is 
student teaching internships. Often at the end of coursework, and sometimes 
simultaneously, teacher candidates complete teaching internships, which include live 
observations from mentors and field supervisors. These internships give candidates an 
opportunity to operationalize their learning. The live, face-to-face internship observations 
and debriefs that occur between teacher candidates and their supervisors are typically 
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limited to the memory of what transpired, from both perspectives. One promising practice 
bridges the gap between research and everyday classroom actualities: video analysis.  
Analyzing one’s own teaching in authentic classroom contexts via video 
recordings can connect the theoretical to the practical, a form of theory in action (Beck, 
King, & Marshall, 2002; Blomberg, Sherin, Renkl, Glogger, & Seidel, 2014; Marker & 
D’Onfrio, 2010; Nagro et al., 2016; Schieble et al., 2015; Seidel, Blomberg, & Renkl, 
2013). For this paper, video analysis includes video recordings of actual classroom 
lessons for the purpose of instructional observation, review, and/or reflection. With 
video, teacher candidates have the literal time and opportunity to pause, rewind, watch 
without audio, watch with only audio, re-watch, or get a bird’s eye view of the classroom. 
Most importantly, video allows candidates and supervisors to focus on a particular 
section of a lesson with a particular instructional focus without urgent moment-to-
moment classroom demands or emotional charge. Relying on in-the-moment awareness 
or memory alone can be quite limiting and subjective, and even at odds with reality 
(Knight, 2014; Yusuf, 2006). When a teacher can watch the same clip through various 
lenses, such as with the focus of building classroom rapport, linking prior knowledge, 
student-to-student interactions, or distinguishing the types of verbal feedback given, 
different aspects may be noticed while reducing the cognitive demand for each viewing 
(Beck et al., 2002; Blomberg et al., 2013; Schieble et al, 2015).  
Preparation programs typically aim to design activities that allow for deep 
reflection. The intent is that structured self-reflection will lead to positive instructional 
changes or affirmation to continue effective practices (Brownell et al., 2019; Mena-
Marcos et al., 2013). Video analysis can lead to deeper reflection of one’s efforts because 
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it allows for the multiplicity of access by self and others to the same scenario. Teacher 
educators want to foster this kind of deep reflection in teacher candidates so that these 
ways of thinking will transfer to their classroom behaviors (Beck et al., 2002; Beisiegel et 
al., 2018; Brownell et al., 2019; Dawson et al., 1975; Kimbrough et al., 2008; Nagro et 
al., 2016; Santagata & Sandholtz, 2019; Sherin & van Es, 2009). One question for teacher 
educators persists: What learning activities promote structured self-reflection that lead to 
instructional improvement?  
While teacher educators aim to design effective, relational programs that develop 
reflective practitioners, they balance the need to offer their programs in ways that can 
reach and serve wider audiences with broad geographic expanse. In some locales and 
endorsement areas, teacher shortages grow more concentrated (Adams & Manuel, 2016). 
To meet the need of teacher shortage concerns, a proliferation of alternative route 
programs has been established to make pathways for adults who decide post-college to 
enter the teaching profession. Many of these programs have adopted a blended or online 
approach to teacher certification in order to offer flexibility and cast a wide geographic 
net for accessibility purposes since many rural and remote regions do not have an EPP. 
One challenge presented to EPPs involves developing online models that offer similar 
quality and support to candidates in a telecommuting environment as the traditional brick 
and mortar programs. Some research indicates that the type of teacher certification 
program—traditional or alternative--does not have as much impact on the teacher 
candidate as the actual practices in the program (Cole, 2018). Brownell et al. (2019) 
explain that novice classroom teachers often cling fast to rules and strategies, limited in 
their flexibility due to lack of experience. Integrating knowledge into situated contexts 
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involves flexibility, a skill expert teachers develop over time. Thus, EPPs of all models 
need to leverage highly effective practices for training new educators in their pedagogical 
skills and self-reflective practice to become efficacious teachers.  
Reflection in teacher education remains a cornerstone practice for growth 
(Darling-Hammond, 2006a, 2006b; Mena-Marcos et al., 2013; Nagro et al., 2016; 
Schieble et al., 2015; Sherin & van Es, 2003). Self-reflective strategies promote effective 
educator actions and behaviors (Darling-Hammond 2006a, 2006b; Marker & D’Onfrio 
2010). Video self-assessment provides a key component to having teacher candidates 
reflect upon their practice and consider the effectiveness of their choices. Although 
reflection remains a foundation in teacher preparation, reflection alone is not sufficient 
(Brownell, 2019; Mena-Marcos et al., 2013). A teacher candidate must go from being 
aware and reflecting on certain incidents to improving instructional practices through 
deliberate action (Mena-Marcos et al., 2013; Nagro et al., 2016; Schieble et al., 2015). 
Many states have mandated that pre-service teachers demonstrate this reflective skill 
along with their actual teaching aptitude in a performance portfolio. The national 
performance portfolio for pre-service teachers is called the educative Teacher 
Performance Assessment, better known as the edTPA. The edTPA involves self-
reflective practice in authentic situations by mandating classroom artifacts, such as lesson 
plans, video clips, and student work samples with accompanying reflective analysis.   
The edTPA is a standardized national performance assessment for those seeking 
teacher certification. The assessment purports to evaluate authentic evidence of teacher 
skills, rather than relying solely on concrete content knowledge (Greenblatt & O’Hara, 
2015). The edTPA involves the teacher candidate creating a portfolio of artifacts and 
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commentary revolving around three classroom tasks: Planning (Task 1), Instruction 
(Task 2), and Assessment (Task 3). The artifacts that candidates submit to the external 
scoring agency include 3-5 consecutive lesson plans, lesson materials, video clips, 
assessments, scoring criteria or rubrics, and student work samples with teacher feedback. 
These artifacts come from the candidate’s own student teaching classroom and thus 
provide evidence of the preservice teacher enacting their pedagogical knowledge. In 
addition to these artifacts, candidates provide 40-60 pages of analytical commentary on 
their instructional choices and implementation of the lessons. Santagata and Sandholtz 
(2019) pointed out that performance tests, such as the edTPA or the Performance 
Assessment of California Teachers (PACT), require preservice teachers to demonstrate 
their own teaching, rather than simply analyze someone else’s teaching or prove content 
knowledge on an exam. In other words, the edTPA requires that teachers apply their 
pedagogical learning and content knowledge and demonstrate their ability to enact their 
learning for the purpose of actual, not hypothetical, student learning.  
The edTPA stems from the PACT, which aimed at providing a standardized way 
to measure teaching skill without relying solely on the judgment of individual teacher 
educators or EPPs. The content of the edTPA was developed at Stanford University by 
the Stanford Center for Assessment, Learning and Equity (SCALE). A broad network of 
professional educators, including over 1,000 educators and more than 450 institutions of 
higher education, informed its development (American Association of Colleges of 
Teacher Education [AACTE], 2017). All three edTPA tasks include written commentary 
by the candidates asking them to justify their original decisions as well as reflect on the 
actual implementation of the planned lessons (Goldhaber et al., 2017; Parkes & Powell, 
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2015; Pecheone et al., 2016). With all of the written commentaries, explanation, and 
justification, the edTPA proves to be both an authentic teaching task while also a 
substantial writing task (Greenblatt & O’Hara, 2015; Santagata & Sandholtz, 2019). 
Some researchers contend that although teacher performance is the goal, the amount of 
reading, writing, and technical savvy required for the finished portfolio may conflate final 
scores alleging to measure teaching competence (Greenblatt & O’Hara, 2015; Kim, 2019; 
Santagata & Sandholtz, 2019). It is such a common conception among EPPs that edTPA 
relies upon strong academic writing that Whittaker, Pecheone, and Stansbury (2018) 
highlight this claim in their report responding to various edTPA critiques. They counter 
that scorers are trained to be aware of this potential bias regarding writing quality. 
Additionally, they state that as of the date of their rebuttal report in January 2018, no 
empirical evidence had been published to support this critique (Whittaker et al., 2018). 
They cited an unpublished study that in fact showed no correlation between standardized 
writing scores for program entrance and edTPA performance. Thus, this common 
conception of strong academic writing influencing edTPA scores continues to propagate 
without empirical support. Part of this current study intends to shed some light and 
provide evidence on this assertion.  
There is some evidence to suggest that passing teacher performance assessments 
adds modest predictive value to future students’ math and reading scores (Goldhaber et 
al., 2017; Newton, 2010). For instance, public school students who were assigned to a 
teacher who had passed the edTPA scored .252 standard deviations higher in reading than 
their counterparts who had been assigned to a teacher who failed the edTPA. The 
researchers controlled for other factors, such as which EPP a candidate completed and the 
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school district they taught in (Goldhaber et al., 2017). Newton (2010) conducted a value- 
added measure study of PACT scores to see if pre-service teacher performance could be 
linked to future student achievement on standardized tests. He controlled for student 
variables such as socioeconomic status and prior achievement to see if teachers who 
performed well on the PACT had a more positive effect on student learning trajectory 
than their lower performing teacher counterparts. Newton (2010) found that the main 
predictors of future student achievement, though modest, came from pre-service 
candidates scoring high in the PACT areas of a) assessment and b) descriptions of student 
language development (part of academic language rubrics in the edTPA). Value added 
measure studies, such as those of Newton (2010) and Goldhaber et al. (2017), which use 
teacher performance assessments to predict future K-12 student achievement, are 
typically limited to reading and math scores, since those are the domains of standardized 
testing so closely documented in our current educational system. Standardized 
assessment data in history, drama, world language, visual arts, music, and physical 
education do not exist at the same level for K-12 students, and thus, researchers generally 
do not design studies around them. 
 Proponents of the edTPA claim that it provides an authentic and predictive task of 
teaching practice that requires candidates to reflect on student learning (Goldhaber et al., 
2017; Darling-Hammond, 2006a; Parkes & Powell, 2015). However, many question the 
validity and authenticity of a task that is highly edited and curated for the purpose of 
passing a performance test. For instance, since teacher candidates may choose to edit out 
instructional missteps, choose only their best lessons, select favorite subject matter, and 
even choose the students to highlight in video submissions and work samples, critics 
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challenge the claim of “authenticity” (Greenblatt & O’Hara, 2015). Promoters of edTPA 
policy advocate its real classroom context in K-12 classrooms as demonstrative of 
necessary teaching skills, rather than relying solely on pen and paper tests or contrived 
preparation program case studies or role plays (AACTE, 2017; Darling-Hammond, 
2006a; Newton, 2010; Pecheone et al., 2016).  
 Teacher educators strive to prepare skilled teachers who can positively influence 
student learning and achievement. Teachers need to know their content knowledge, their 
students, and subject-specific pedagogies for facilitating their students’ learning. 
However, going beyond knowing and completing coursework or a multiple-choice test, 
teacher candidates must demonstrate that they can enact this knowledge in an authentic 
classroom full of students. There is a difference between knowing or believing a certain 
action will have a particular outcome, known as an outcome expectation, and knowing 
how to motivate and control one’s own behavior to enact that knowledge, or a self-
efficacy expectation. EPPs have both tasks of presenting the various effective 
pedagogical strategies that lead to learning, and the challenge to help students 
operationalize this knowledge in situated classroom contexts (Brownell et al., 2019). 
Student teaching internships provide this opportunity, but they also demand a lot in terms 
of time and emotional investment. Pre-service teachers are simultaneously learning the 
school systems, mentor style, curriculum, and getting to know the students and families. 
Student teaching poses a large cognitive demand, and interns often feel overwhelmed. 
While live observations from mentors and supervisors can help candidates process 
instructional events, live observations have limitations. Ceven McNally (2015) reported a 
lack of structure, or the absence of specific protocols for classroom observations, as a 
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common difficulty. Oftentimes classroom observations end with disorderly notes without 
any implication for actionable follow-up goals. This lack of structure or focus can hinder 
both live and recorded observations. Video analysis allows for breaking up the viewing 
into smaller, more manageable parts, or what educators refer to as chunking (Marzano, 
2007). A viewer can focus on the 5-minute opener of a lesson, or a 5-minute review and 
closure. It can focus on student-to-student engagement, or teacher-to-student positive to 
corrective ratio. Video analysis also offers a bridge to theory. It can take the complex 
practice of teaching and allow stakeholders to focus on one or two priorities at a time. By 
selecting a focus question, video provides a bridge based upon the declarative knowledge 
and research-based principles learned in EPP coursework to the contextualized 
classroom. What do the candidates notice about their own implementation? Students can 
self-reflect on their own practice, without simply relying on an outsider’s feedback. 
Candidates get to observe themselves alongside their mentor and field supervisors. 
Candidates may be less defensive and more open to critical feedback if they notice 
something themselves (Knight, 2014). For instance, if a world language teacher aims to 
conduct 90% of her class in the target language, how much class time is actually devoted 
to the target language versus English? Video analysis offers the opportunity for the 
candidate herself to collect this data. Self-reflection of these classroom incidents can also 
provide powerful motivation for adult learners to determine their future goals. Andragogy 
literature suggests general principles of adult learning theory, namely that adult learning 
is most effective when it is self-directed, goal-oriented, relevant, voluntary, and often 




 Teacher educators aim to prepare reflective and analytical practitioners who can 
adjust their own teaching for the sake of student learning. The literature suggests that 
video analysis offers one tool for developing self-reflective practitioners. The current 
measure used in Washington State, and elsewhere in the nation, for evaluating pre-service 
teacher competence is the edTPA. The purpose of this study is to explore if the 
experience with video analysis of authentic classroom teaching during the preparation 
program positively impacts teacher candidates’ edTPA scores, or their demonstration of 
teaching competence. Due to the large writing demand of the edTPA, producing around 
40-60 pages of writing, students who come in with strong writing skills may have an 
advantage when creating their portfolio (Greenblatt & O’Hara, 2015; Santagata & 
Sandholtz, 2019). The researcher hypothesizes that there will be a positive correlation 
between program entrance writing scores and edTPA scores. In addition to strong writing 
skills, the researcher hypothesizes that the quantity of structured video analysis conducted 
by teacher candidates during the program will have a positive relationship with edTPA 
scores. The literature has shown that video self-analysis provides a powerful, active 
learning tool to help teacher candidates transfer learning from university coursework into 
their K-12 internship classrooms (Morin et al., 2019; Nagro et al., 2016). A growing body 
of research on video analysis suggests that it has the power to influence teacher behaviors 
and instructional change (Morin et al., 2019). However, the researcher has found a gap in 
the literature showing a relationship between video analysis efforts with candidates’ 
performance on the edTPA. 
Recording lessons of authentic classroom interactions allows candidates to 
connect their learning to their actual daily practice and identify evidence, or lack thereof, 
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of their growing pedagogical skill. Video self-analysis can complement research, 
coursework, and workshops by giving candidates the ability to target a particular practice, 
implement it in their regular classroom, and reflect on the implementation’s 
effectiveness, thereby providing legitimate follow-up opportunities while transitioning 
from knowledge acquisition to application (Knight, 2014; Morin et al., 2019). Video 
analysis of one’s own teaching has been used in a variety of educational settings (e.g., 
one-on-one instruction and whole class), grade levels, and for both pre-service and in-
service teachers (Morin et al., 2019), and also in a multitude of interactional professions 
(Fukkink et al., 2011).  
Theoretical Framework and Video Analysis 
Bandura’s (1994) theory of self-efficacy, a facet of his social cognitive theory, 
posited the notion that nurturing individuals’ beliefs about themselves to enact certain 
behaviors can impact their motivation. His social cognitive theory frames a reciprocal 
relationship between three components: one’s behavior, internal personal factors, and the 
environment (Bandura, 1982). EPPs have little influence on candidates’ future school 
environments and internal personal factors, such as genetic inheritance or personality. 
Accordingly, EPPs emphasize teacher behaviors and ways of thinking. Guided video 
analysis offers a tool for focusing reflective thinking that can influence behaviors (Beck 
et al., 2002; Blomberg et al., 2014; Knight, 2014; Morin et al., 2019; Nagro et al., 2016; 
Schieble et al., 2015; Seidel et al., 2013; Sherin & van Es, 2003; Sherin & van Es, 2009). 
Bandura noticed the often-incompatible nature between human knowledge and 
human behaviors. To summarize this phenomenon of contrasting knowledge and 
consequent action, Bandura (1982) concluded that efficacious persons have a sense of 
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being able to influence and regulate events around them. Bandura (1994) theorized many 
benefits of highly self-efficacious individuals, such as approaching challenges with a goal 
orientation, whereas he warned of significant liabilities for those less self-efficacious, 
such as avoiding difficult tasks and perceiving them as personal threats. Video analysis 
offers coherence between knowledge and teachers’ own daily instructional practice in 
context, so that teachers may form specific goals. If the goal is 90% target language 
immersion, that goal may be applied and then reflected upon for meaningful and long-
term follow-up in future instructional recordings (Morin et al., 2019). 
In a classroom, there are many variables outside of a teacher’s control, such as 
classroom assignment, students assigned, mandatory testing, and curriculum. However, 
numerous other factors lie within teachers’ decision-making powers—for example, day-
to-day planning, student rapport, classroom setup, interactions with students, engagement 
with families, classroom management, professional relationships, general attitude, attire, 
and so on. These quotidian classroom activities reside within the teacher’s control. Self-
efficacious teachers set goals and maintain a strong commitment to their instructional 
quality, despite challenges. Video self-analysis allows teachers to focus on a targeted 
practice within their control, and reflect upon their enactment of that practice without 
simultaneously having to balance all of the demands of teaching (Derry et al., 2010; 
Morin et al., 2019).  
Bandura (1994) outlined four key areas that impact personal efficacy: 1) mastery 
experiences or successes, 2) vicarious experiences watching others similar to oneself 
modeling success (the higher the perceived similarity, the more persuasive), 3) social 
persuasion by verbal encouragement, and 4) one’s own somatic and emotional state with 
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perceptions of stress or pain being more influential than actual levels. Of the four, 
Bandura (1994) claimed personal mastery successes had the greatest impact. In other 
words, people who experience first-hand positive achievements are more motivated to 
replicate their own behaviors. According to Bandura, in order to instill resilience, 
achievements that are somewhat hard-won have more impact than a series of easy 
successes. For social persuasion, he termed knowledgeable encouragers as efficacy 
builders. He noted that efficacy builders put others in situations where they can 
experience reasonable growth, rather than prematurely assigning them to extremely 
challenging situations. Efficacy builders prioritize self-improvement over competitive 
triumphs (Bandura, 1994). Thus, the most influential mastery experiences seem to need 
some amount of obstacle overcoming, but not too much, with encouragement from a 
knowledgeable outsider. Bandura (1994) warned that social persuasion could also easily 
undermine personal self-efficacy—verbal discouragement or attention to weaknesses—
rather than nurture it. For social persuasion to have a lasting impact, he advocated 
realistic affirmations paired with noticeable successes. Applying Bandura’s (1994) theory 
of self-efficacy to video analysis, teacher candidates can view/notice their own mastery 
successes, benefit from social persuasion in the form of positive encouragement from 
mentors, peers, and supervisors; and reflect on their own ability to take on classroom 
challenges.  
When trying to build self-efficacy, the difference between an outcome expectation 
and an efficacy expectation becomes a critical distinction. Bandura (1977) delineated the 
distinction between the two explaining that an outcome expectation describes what 
people believe will likely happen if they perform a certain action, while an efficacy 
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expectation describes one’s own conviction regarding the personal execution of said 
action. This difference has great significance because people can estimate that a 
particular behavior will lead to positive outcomes, but doubt their own ability or 
motivation to perform it. Thus, what teachers know or believe, or their particular outcome 
expectations regarding certain teacher behaviors, will not necessarily translate into what 
teachers believe they can or will do, self-efficacy expectations. For instance, one may 
have the head knowledge that learning and correctly using 200 student names will have 
positive outcomes, but the self-discipline and motivation to enact that behavior does not 
automatically follow. Video self-analysis offers one potential strategy for providing this 
motivation and self-belief in two helpful ways. If reflective practitioners notice a success, 
they can highlight this internally and reproduce more of the positive behaviors. Effective 
feedback consists of identifying desirable performance to encourage replication of that 
behavior (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). If reflective candidates notice something to 
improve, they can set a specific and relevant goal (e.g., increase from 60% target 
language to 80% target language use), and use video for on-going development and 
follow-up to make observable progress towards that goal (Morin et al., 2019; Zepeda, 
2012).  
In the particular case of this study, the video analysis used in the EPP revolved 
around two major anchor rubrics, the Internship Performance Criteria (IPC) and the 
edTPA rubric language. The IPC is the culminating assessment for the university’s 
yearlong internship. Interns refer to the IPC throughout the year to discuss growth. The 
IPC includes eight main criteria which align to Washington State teaching standards. 
Teacher candidates being supervised online had to record lesson observations for their 
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supervisors according to the timeline set out in Appendix A. Candidates could then select 
which lesson recordings to watch and use the instructional recordings as evidence for 
self-reflection. Candidates were asked to reflect on their classroom practice by focusing 
on one of eight IPC criteria. Interns may have self-selected the criteria or agreed upon the 
criteria after conversing with their mentor or university supervisor. In the reflections, 
interns described a classroom situation or scenario and then reflected on its 
implementation and suggested possible means of improvement. Interns are encouraged to 
set goals in their written reflections. See Appendix B for the specific instructions for 
these intern reflections. In addition to the IPC-based written reflections, teacher 
candidates also used the video coaching platform to timestamp selected videos when they 
saw evidence of a particular rubric. Interns and supervisors can add rubric markers and 
comments in the coaching platform that align to either the IPC or that use edTPA rubric 
language, such as the development of K-12 students’ academic language. The IPC and 
edTPA provide reflective prompts to focus the interns’ attention. See Appendix D for an 
example of Expectations, one of the university’s eight IPC criteria, and the accompanying 
molar rating scales interns could have chosen to focus their viewing. After selecting a 
reflective focus, the interns can then set a specific goal. Andragogy literature suggests 
that adults are more motivated when they can self-select relevant and practical goals for 
their own development (Zepeda, 2012). Self-reflection and goal-setting can in turn 
provide a pathway for achieving mastery success, which has the potential to build 





Chapter 2: Literature Review 
For the past 100 years or more, teacher preparation in the United States has been 
surrounded by controversy and even debate over its very existence (Bohan, 2016; 
Darling-Hammond, 2006a, 2006b; Kennedy, 2015). Questions abound as to what makes 
the most effective teacher preparation experience, which stems from the question, “What 
makes the most effective teacher?” Since most Americans have had personal experience 
in the K-12 classroom, many want to contribute to the public education conversation with 
personal anecdotes and experiences. Teacher preparation has been critiqued for not 
adding value to what the common citizen already knows, having non-prepared citizens 
score nearly as well on teacher preparation assessments as those who complete 
preparation programs (Darling-Hammond, 2006a). EPPs face the valid critique of over-
relying on theory and university coursework, at the expense of devoting time to actual 
classroom implementation (Riley, 2020). Modern learning theory challenges our 
understanding of what it means to learn from a more simplistic transmission model of 
information to a more complex notion of varying learner backgrounds, varying goals, and 
the ability to transfer and apply knowledge and processes to various contexts (National 
Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine [NASEM], 2018).   
The landscape of educator preparation continues to undergo reform as new 
research appears and policies change. Whereas teaching used to be seen as a more 
routinized process which could be reduced to a list of pre-determined activities to become 
a proficient “technician,” teacher educators now prioritize the role of teacher as reflective 
and responsive diagnostician, knowing how to effectively address challenges inherent 
within the profession depending upon context (Darling-Hammond, 2006b; Kennedy, 
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2015). Thus, it remains in the forefront of current EPPs to equip teachers for the more 
demanding role of facilitating deep learning, firmly grounded in modern learning theory. 
Simultaneously, EPP programs strive to nurture teacher self-efficacy amidst a myriad of 
on-going classroom challenges. At the vanguard of this national push to view teachers as 
responsive and reflective practitioners, rather than skilled technicians, comes the 
relatively nascent Educative Teacher Performance Assessment (edTPA). The edTPA is 
used as a means of evaluating classroom evidence that candidates can translate 
knowledge into practical, meaningful learning experiences for their specific students. 
Creators of the edTPA intended for the performance assessment to be a more authentic 
measure of teacher as reflective practitioner - one that measured actual learning 
facilitation, rather than merely measuring discrete knowledge on a test. Darling-
Hammond (2006b) enumerates the various kinds of active learning experiences that 
exemplar EPPs utilize to prepare their teacher candidates to become responsive 
educators. She highlights activities such as child observation case studies, micro-
teaching, analysis of authentic classroom artifacts (e.g., students’ work samples, video 
recordings), and portfolios. Videos of classroom instruction have become increasingly 
available and convenient with modern cell phone and computer technology. The edTPA 
provides an opportunity for teacher candidates to create a portfolio of their actual 
classroom context, not a generalized one, and adhere to coherent national teaching 
standards and principles of quality instruction. With active learning strategies and teacher 
portfolios at the center of teacher educators’ current conversations, what role does the 
growing use of video analysis have in EPPs? Can video analysis facilitate deeper learning 
in teacher candidates and influence personal instructional change? 
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Video self-analysis provides a suitable strategy for pairing the theoretical with the 
practical during teacher preparation; it offers a bridge (Beck et al., 2002; Blomberg et al., 
2013; Blomberg et al., 2014; Marker & D’Onfrio, 2010). With the ubiquity of smart 
phones and recording devices, instructional video has become more and more common 
and affordable (Knight, 2014; Morin et al., 2019). Both the edTPA for pre-service and 
National Board Certification for veteran teachers require a video analysis component, 
indicating video’s significant place within the teaching profession. Using the authentic 
artifact of personal classroom recordings, video analysis can provide pre-service teachers 
a vehicle for really seeing their practice rather than relying simply on what they believe 
happened (Knight, 2014). Video analysis of a teacher’s own practice offers the potential 
for deeper teacher reflection and greater motivation (Beisiegel et al., 2018; Knight, 2014; 
Nagro et al., 2016; Seidel et al., 2011). In Beisiegel et al.’s (2018) study, math teachers in 
a professional development group who watched their own videos and were led by a 
teacher member slightly outperformed other group conditions who were led by trained 
facilitators and/or watched stock video examples. Beisiegel et al.’s (2018) study used an 
outcome measure called the Mathematical Quality of Instruction (MQI), which is a video 
observation tool used to analyze elementary math instruction. Teachers’ perceptions and 
beliefs of their own ability to be successful in a classroom context, or their teacher self-
efficacy, can influence their actual practices and motivation. Video analysis allows a 
teacher to notice salient aspects of teaching interactions and to focus on student learning 
(Beisiegel et al., 2018; Santagata & Sandholtz, 2019; Sherin & van Es, 2009). In addition 
to watching their own videos, teachers reported that peers often noticed learning 
moments that they did not and that they learned by watching their peers’ instructional 
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maneuvers (Beisiegel et al., 2018). Thus, encouraging and empowering teacher self-
efficacy through guided video analysis and feedback provides one practical strategy EPPs 
can use to impact teacher behaviors and habits of mind, with the hope of in turn 
positively influencing student learning. 
Search Criteria 
When researching literature on video analysis in teacher preparation programs, 
the researcher used the following search terms in Academic Search Complete: video 
analysis, video self-analysis, self-efficacy, teacher preparation, educator preparation, pre-
service teacher, and teacher candidates. Preference was given to studies designed with 
pre-service teachers since that is the context of the research study at hand, but studies 
including practicing teachers were also included. Studies were selected if they involved 
teacher self-analysis of their own authentic teaching in the K-12 environment or if there 
was video analysis as an independent variable, with the outcome measure involving 
instructional performance.  
For the purposes of this study, during the literature review, the researcher 
prioritized articles that focused on video analysis in teacher development, preferably 
teacher candidates, with the inclusion of a quantifiable external evaluation of actual 
teacher performance. In the search results, there were varying video analysis foci, 
including discipline-specific such as video analysis for math or reading or the difference 
between watching one’s own video versus another’s instruction. Table 1 summarizes the 
contributions of five selected articles germane to this present study’s focus on video 
analysis influencing pre-service teachers’ skills in actual K-12 classrooms. Table 1 shows 
that no other selected study from this literature review combines all of the areas of focus 
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in this present study, which includes an externally scored observation of teacher skill as 
the outcome variable, edTPA in this case. None of the other selected studies attempted to 
factor in previous writing or academic ability, and only two others focused exclusively on 
the development of pre-service teachers. With some of the literature suggesting that 
students with stronger academic backgrounds, regardless of actual teacher competence, 
will have an advantage, this study attempts to factor in writing skill by using Washington 
Educator Skills Test – Basic for Writing (WEST-B Writing) scores as a proxy 
(Greenblatt & O’Hara, 2015; Santagata & Sandholtz, 2019). The author wants to examine 
if the quantity of video analysis will predict success and teacher competence as 
demonstrated in the edTPA, without conflating that success with writing ability. With this 
dissertation, informed by these other scholars’ work, the author’s goal is to provide some 
information to fill the gap on the use of video self-analysis in EPPs to develop pre-service 
educators’ teaching competencies as evaluated by external scorers using coherent 




Table 1  















Present study X X X  X 
Nagro et al. (2016) --  X  X 
Santagata & Sandholtz 
(2019) 
X    X 
Fukkink et al. (2011) --  X   
Seidel et al. (2011)    X  
Morin et al. (2019) --  X   
Note. The dashes stand for the presence of an evaluation by a scorer, not self-report, but the score was 
internally completed rather than by an external scoring agency, such as the edTPA or PACT. 
Who Should be in the Video—Others or Self? 
 In the literature review, a couple of studies concentrated on the subject in the 
video. In essence, the researchers wanted to know if there was a difference in watching 
stock footage versus watching one’s own classroom teaching (Beisiegel et al., 2018; 
Seidel et al., 2011). The general conclusion was that teachers preferred (self-reporting) 
watching their own video tape (Seidel et al., 2011), performed better when participating 
in professional development groups that focused on their own classroom video (Beisiegel 
et al., 2018), but were less critical with their own instruction or analyzing those of peers 
(Beisiegel et al., 2018; Seidel et al., 2011).  
Since video has become quite common in the development of educators, Seidel et 
al. (2011) examined if the person in the video made a difference. As teacher educators, 
the researchers wondered if watching one’s own video versus stock video made a 
difference. Since group dynamics can evolve over time and involve other social 
dynamics, they designed a quasi-experimental study that focused on individual video 
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analysis rather than analyzing tape as a group experience, such as in class or video clubs. 
Seidel and team (2011) also wondered if previous work with video tape would impact 
their analyses. This study fit under a 6-year project investigating science-teaching 
practices in Germany and Switzerland. From a previous stage in the study, they taped 
German physics teachers’ lessons and thus already had a bank of physics classroom 
recordings as well as a pool of teachers experienced in video analysis. From the previous 
study, researchers identified video lessons of mechanics that offered a representative 
exhibition of mechanics instruction throughout Germany.   
One of the main points of inquiry in the Seidel et al. (2011) study was to examine 
the effect of video material on video analysis as an activating experience. As an 
activating experience, the researchers wanted to know what kind of effect prior 
experience with video and the category of video (one’s own vs. another’s) would have on 
teachers’ levels of immersion (deep level engagement), resonance (link to own teaching), 
authenticity, and motivation. The study involved the comparison among three groups of 
physics teachers (N = 67) who all watched a 45-minute lesson on introductory mechanics: 
1) teachers who had experience with video analysis who watched their own lesson, 2) 
teachers who had experience with video who watched another teacher’s lesson, and 3) 
teachers with no known video analysis experience who watched another teacher’s lesson. 
All participants had taught the introductory mechanics lesson as part of their own regular 
curriculum. 
The Seidel et al. (2011) study adds further support that video analysis—whether 
of self or others—does have positive impacts on teacher learning and motivation. All 
three groups combined showed that a majority (65.7%) experienced a high sense of 
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immersion in the video activities, either “mostly” or “always” feeling “inside the lesson.” 
The “own” condition felt a particular resonance with the video experience, with 81.9% 
reporting “mostly” or “always” having their own instruction in mind while watching the 
video. Additionally, the entire sample’s majority found video tasks motivating (63.8%), 
and offered an authentic representation of science teaching (91.2%). Table 2 summarizes 
the three groups’ means for their self-reports of video analysis as an activating experience 
in the previously described categories: immersion, resonance, authenticity, and 
motivating. The teachers who watched their own teaching videos experienced higher 
activation as measured by self-reports of immersion, resonance, and motivation. They 
found no significant differences between groups in measures of authenticity since all 
three groups found the videos highly authentic. For immersion, group condition explained 
25% of the variance. For the resonance variable, group membership explained 12% of 
the variance. Of note, the “own” group who watched their own instructional videos were 




Table 2  
Group Means and Percentage of Maximum Critical Incidents (Seidel et al., 2011) 
 Own video 
(n = 23) 
Video-experienced 
other (n = 15) 
Video-inexperienced 
other (n = 29) 
Immersion1 2.22 1.74 1.45 
Resonance1  2.64 2.13 2.00 
Authenticity2 2.25 2.29 2.04 
Motivating2 1.91 1.80 1.41 
Articulating 
critical incidents3 
20.2 25.8 29.2 
Note. Means printed in bold indicated statistical significance between the groups (post hoc). 
1 Teachers’ reactions directly after commenting on video 
2Teachers’ evaluations within 14 days of data collection 
3Indicates the percentage of the group that reached the highest level of critical reflection. 
Seidel and team’s (2011) study of physics teachers used experienced teachers already in 
the field; it was not a study specific to developing pre-service teachers. It also used self-
reporting questionnaires as an outcome variable rather than an external score of 
observable instructional skill. Self-reporting data can be unreliable as it may be 
threatened by self-reporting biases and typically has larger measurement error (Field, 
2013; Gall et al., 2007). While professional development designers, including teacher 
educators, aim to create activities that are motivating and authentic, the true aim is 
instructional improvement. This study provided information on teachers’ reception of 
video analysis, but it did not offer evidence on video analysis as a tool for instructional 
change or skill improvement. External (Non-insider) Scoring of Teacher Competency 
In order to examine the effect of video analysis on instructional change, it is 
appropriate to include an external evaluation of teacher performance as an outcome 
measure. In the literature review, several other studies used an evaluation of teacher 
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performance that did not rely solely on self-report (Fukkink et al., 2011; Morin et al., 
2019; Nagro et al., 2016; Santagata & Sandholtz, 2019). However, only Santagata and 
Sandholtz (2019) used an external measure, not dependent upon the scores of those 
involved in the research study or familiar with the candidates. Santagata and Sandholtz 
(2019), teacher educators in California, wanted to know if there was a relationship 
between preservice teachers’ performance on a teaching performance assessment and 
another measure of their competency analyzing students’ mathematical thinking via video 
recordings. The study used data from 89 preservice elementary teachers enrolled in a one-
year post-baccalaureate preparation program. The study used a correlational design using 
students’ scores on the Performance Assessment for California Teachers (PACT), similar 
to the national edTPA, and a classroom video analysis (CVA) instrument used 
specifically for analyzing authentic classroom math lessons. Santagata and Sandholtz 
(2019) reported that both assessments had shown connections to teacher competence and 
student learning, though the CVA instrument had been used with practicing teachers 
rather than preservice teachers.  
Preservice participants completed the CVA assessment by watching and 
analyzing ten elementary math video clips of real classroom lessons, not their own. For 
each video, they answered the prompt: “Discuss how the teacher and the student(s) in the 
clip interacted around the mathematical content.” This took approximately one hour of 
their time and resulted in a final written analysis, which was scored by trained scorers. 
The CVA consisted of 10 short videos ranging from 1 to 3 minutes of real math 
interactions in a classroom and took approximately 1 hour to complete. Viewers analyzed 
the clips without access to the rubric since part of the measure was to see what the 
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participants would notice and how they would explain their rationale. Their analyses 
were scored for specificity among four CVA components—Mathematical Content (CVA-
MC), Suggestions for Improvement (CVA-SI), Student Thinking (CVA-ST), and Depth of 
Interpretation (CVA-DOI). 
The researchers found that those who scored high on the CVA, analyzing the 
mathematical thinking of students in stock footage, were not the same as the high 
performers on the PACT. The authors posited several potential explanations for the 
discrepancies in high performers between the two assessments, which they found 
puzzling since both measures have previous research supporting their usefulness in 
predicting math teacher skill. They noted that the PACT took roughly 8-10 weeks of 
concerted effort, and students knew the consequential outcomes, whereas the CVA took 
only 1 hour of their time and had no certification consequence. Thus, there may have 
been a difference in the effort put forth by individuals. Additionally, the PACT could be 
seen to advantage strong readers and writers, and may not be measuring solely math 
teaching competency, but confounding attributes such as technology competency, writing 
ability, conscientiousness, or SES of the students in the classroom. Some candidates may 
have received low scores due to sub-optimal writing skills or inattention to a particular 
requirement. Furthermore, the CVA required a critical lens applied to others’ teaching, 
whereas the PACT required self-analysis. Evaluating others may allow for more freedom 
to critique (Beisiegel et al., 2018; Seidel et al., 2011), but adds the challenge of trying to 
understand the specific context of the lesson and the student. Lastly, due to the high 
stakes of the PACT, some candidates might have altered or even falsified documents in 
order to receive higher scores. The authors noted that other studies had reported 
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discrepancies between teacher performance assessments and supervisor/mentor 
judgments, so incongruities between measures are not novel to teacher assessment. 
Santagata and Sandholtz (2019) cited one study that showed significant associations with 
undergraduate grade point averages (GPAs) and grades in methods courses as positively 
correlating with performance on the PACT.  
Santagata and Sandholtz (2019) used an externally scored outcome variable, 
PACT, as this present study aims to do using the national edTPA, rather than internal 
scores from the EPP or self-reports from the candidates themselves. However, the 
Santagata and Sandholtz correlational design used CVA scores, which relied upon one-
time stock video analysis of mathematical thinking, and not candidates’ own classroom 
contexts over time. The present study also uses a correlational design, but uses the 
quantity of self-analysis of candidates’ own and peers’ teaching contexts as the predictor 
variable. Moreover, the present study includes writing scores to examine if the frequency 
of video analysis explains unique variance over and above candidates’ writing abilities, 
which is not something that Santagata and Sandholtz (2019) attempted to tease out. 
Video Analysis with Pre-service Teachers 
 Like Santagata and Sandholtz (2019), Nagro et al. (2016) focused on video 
analysis specifically in training pre-service teachers. Nagro et al. (2016) used both self-
report surveys and an outside evaluation of teacher competence, but the scorer was the 
main researcher who worked with the teacher candidates in their program, thus 
introducing potential scoring bias. Nagro et al. (2016) found evidence to support that 
more structured video analysis paired with advisor feedback had a more positive effect on 
teacher candidates’ reflective abilities and teaching performance than less structured 
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analysis without feedback. The quasi-experimental study involved 36 teacher candidates 
in their student teaching internship. Participants were divided into two groups of video 
self-analysis. Both groups recorded their own classroom teaching a total of four times—
beginning, early midpoint, late midpoint, and end of the internship. Both groups were 
asked to watch each video within 48 hours and then submit a written reflection using 
timestamp evidence and language from of an instructional skills rubric. The comparison 
group (n = 19) ended with the confirmation of their submissions. The treatment group (n 
= 17), labeled as the guided video analysis set, had two additional components to the 
video analysis task. In addition to the video analysis and written reflection, the students in 
the treatment group evaluated their own written reflections based on a rubric and 
submitted their self-ratings. After submission, the candidates in the treatment group also 
received written feedback from the lead author of the study, Nagro. Nagro’s feedback 
pointed out exemplars from the candidates’ submissions, referenced Danielson’s  
instructional framework, and asked probing questions, but refrained from being too 
evaluative. Participants did not respond formally to the feedback. In sum, the treatment 
condition included a self-evaluation of the written reflection and they received external 
written feedback, neither of which was present in the comparison group. 
Nagro et al. (2016) posed three questions for their study comparing two groups of 
pre-service teacher groups—1) guided video analysis with feedback, and 2) less guided 
video analysis. The study used three measures for group comparisons, a) a teacher 
candidate questionnaire about perceived teaching ability (self-report), b) an externally 
scored written reflection rubric, and c) an externally scored instructional skills rubric. 
Teacher candidates took the questionnaire pre- and post-intervention on their own 
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perceived teaching abilities on 13 items, such as overall teaching, communicating 
expectations for learning, explaining content, and using discussion techniques. The 
composite score became the perceived ability score. The lead author scored the first and 
last (fourth) written reflections submitted for both the comparison and treatment groups. 
She also scored the first and last (fourth) video submissions of each participant in both 
groups using the instructional skills rubric (n=15 in treatment, n=13 in comparison). The 
instructional skills rubric included six components within Domain 3 Instruction of  
Danielson’s (2013) framework with four levels of proficiency. 
Evidence did not support the first research question that guided video analysis 
would impact perceived abilities. While they found no between-group effect on 
candidates’ own self-reporting, the mixed-model ANOVA reported a significant within-
group difference across time, F(1, 34) = 35.32, p < .001. This suggests that the overall 
experience of both groups during student teaching, each having some form of compulsory 
video analysis, did positively influence perceived ability. The second research question 
regarding reflective abilities produced the largest effect between conditions and a 
significant interaction between group condition and time, F(1, 34) = 33.09, p < .001. The 
third research question investigated actual instructional skills based upon an outside 
scorer’s evaluation. Results showed a significant within-group difference over time, F(1, 
26) = 16.76, p < .001, as well as a significant interaction between group condition and 
time F(1, 26) = 6.83, p < .01. Hence, group conditions did have a significant impact for 
the variable instructional skill, though not as large as the reflective ability variable. The 
two groups’ mean comparisons in instructional skills help illustrate the amount of 
improvement for each condition. The comparison group went from 37.14 to 40.17, 
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whereas the treatment group went from 35.04 in instructional skills to 47.78. In sum, the 
results of this study showed perceived ability went up for both groups over time using 
video analysis, but group conditions did not have a significant impact. Providing a 
structured reflective activity with the video analysis, paired with advisor feedback, 
produced a statistically significant difference on actual instructional abilities as judged 
by outside evaluators and an even larger effect on candidates’ reflective writing.  
One weakness of this study was the lack of neutral or externally trained scorers 
outside of the EPP. While this study did include some inter-rater reliability of student 
teachers’ instructional abilities as evaluated by the submitted videos, they were still 
scored by internal faculty who knew the candidates and the study. Using edTPA scores 
removes this level of potential personal bias of knowing the candidates. Additionally, this 
study did not compare to candidates who had not completed any video analysis. It is 
possible that time in student teaching, without any video analysis, would improve 
candidates’ perceived ability or instructional abilities in a similar fashion. 
Meta-analyses Regarding Video Self-Analysis  
Two studies in the literature review were meta-analyses that shed light on the 
format of video self-analysis. One focused on helping professions more broadly, while 
another focused solely on special education educators at various stages in their career. 
Fukkink, Trienekens, and Kramer (2011), researchers in the Netherlands, investigated the 
impact of video feedback (VF) on various professions, seeing the medium as a way to 
study the behavior of professionals in-depth, and also to investigate the influence of VF 
on those behaviors. They noted VF as a common training technique in various 
interpersonal professions such as teaching, counseling, and medicine. Many professional 
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fields are turning to video analysis as a helpful training tool. The researchers emphasized 
positive self-modeling as a means of boosting self-efficacy, which according to 
Bandura’s social cognitive learning theory, leads to repetition of that behavior (Bandura, 
1977). They conducted a literature review of experimental studies done on VF where 
participants watched videos of themselves, not others. They searched databases for 
certain key terms such as: video*, self-model*, and self-confrontation. Studies had to 
involve external evaluation using an observation instrument, rather than self-evaluation 
alone, and the studies had to have sufficient quantitative data to calculate an effect 
measure. While the observation measures were not self-evaluated, there still may have 
been internal scoring biases in many of the studies. In total, they included 33 studies in 
the meta-analysis.  
Within their 33 studies, they found that on average, VF interventions lasted 10 
weeks with 4.4 sessions (SD = 2.30). Participants were filmed for an average of 20 
minutes per session. Recorded sessions were reviewed on average one week later. The 
majority of outcome measures were positive in nature (88%), such as active listening or 
authenticity, while some studies included negative outcome measures (e.g. nervousness 
or passivity). Overall, the meta-analysis revealed the VF interventions to have an 
aggregate medium effect size of 0.40, which was statistically significant (p < .05). This 
meets Hattie’s (2012) recommended d = 0.4 “hinge point” for an above average 
intervention and adds support that video self-analysis is an effective tool for impacting 
teacher behavior change. In the Fukkink et al. (2011) meta-analysis, a few items stood 
out as having practical implications for how to design VF. The effect size was larger for 
positive outcome measures (0.41) compared to negative measures (0.28), and larger for 
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outcomes of molar skills (0.52) compared with microskills (0.32). They defined a 
microskill as a highly specific skill measured by tallying (e.g., number of questions 
asked) and a molar skill as something more broadly assessed on a rating scale (e.g., 
responsiveness). Additionally, using a structured observation form for the targeted skills 
produced the largest effect size (0.55) compared to not using a form (0.21). In summary, 
the combined regression model predicted the largest experimental effect for VF programs 
that included a standard observation form that measured positive, molar outcome 
measures. With these variables, the model predicted an effect size of 0.68 and explained 
48% of the variance between studies. Accentuating the positive does appear to have a 
constructive influence on candidates’ behavior, lending support to Bandura’s theory of 
mastery successes and social persuasion building a person’s self-efficacy. It could be that 
as evaluators affirm the desired behavior, they see it replicated, reinforcing a positive 
self-modeling approach. Nevertheless, accentuating the positive did not extinguish 
negative behaviors. Fukkink et al. (2011) proposed more experimental research be 
conducted specifically targeting both positive and negative feedback in VF to 
systematically compare the two.  
In Fukkink et al.’s (2011) meta-analysis, they screened for studies that included a 
standard evaluation form. Structured forms allow participants to narrow in on the target 
behavior and focus their attention on specific aspects, thereby reducing cognitive 
processing demands. Nagro et al.’s (2016) study also included a structured form, and that 
is one of the general recommendations for implementing effective video analysis (Derry 
et al., 2010; Knight, 2014). In the Fukkink et al.’s (2011) meta-analysis, the explicit use 
of an evaluation form had evidence of a positive effect. This implies that structured focus 
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and feedback are critical for candidates developing professional skills. Video analysis 
experiments that included molar outcome measures on a scale, such as rapport, produced 
more of a positive effect than measuring specific microskills. This seems paradoxical 
considering that focus and specificity via an evaluation form enhanced VF interventions. 
However, the researchers posited two possible explanations. Firstly, counting specific 
microskills may reach a ceiling effect. For instance, once a certain number of open-ended 
questions has been asked, further instances may not improve the quality of interaction. 
Secondly, Fukkink et al. (2011) suggested that improvements in professional interactions 
involve qualitative aspects typically measured by molar rating scales, such as offering 
respect.   
In conclusion, this meta-analysis on helping professions yielded some very 
practical implications for the use of VF in training programs to improve interactional 
behaviors. In particular, a structured observation form did indeed show statistically 
significant larger effects (ES = 0.55) over those VF interventions that had no such form 
(ES = 0.21). It should be noted that both forms of VF interventions, with and without the 
structured form, produced a positive effect size. As a meta-analysis, this study did not 
have its own intervention to replicate. It also veered outside of the realm of pre-service 
teachers; it included other professions and novice and experienced practitioners alike. 
There is a lack of generalizability to pre-service teacher training. Despite these 
limitations, the overall conclusions of this meta-analysis informed the design of the 
current study’s use of video self-analysis using a Danielson-inspired framework with a 
molar rating scale, with all of the outcome items positive, rather than negative, in nature. 
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Morin et al. (2019) acknowledged the recent growing body of literature on video 
self-analysis and its positive effects on teacher development. They focused entirely on 
special education teachers, though at different stages in their career—pre-service, para-
educators, and varying levels of in-service teachers. They wanted to know if video self-
analysis was particularly helpful with certain populations or in certain contexts. The 
research team aimed to aggregate the growing body of literature on the effectiveness of 
video self-analysis specifically as a special educator development tool. They were also 
curious to see if the context of video analysis (e.g., self-contained or resource room) or 
participant characteristics (e.g., teaching experience, age) differentially impacted the 
effectiveness of video analysis. They conducted a meta-analysis of dissertations and peer-
reviewed journal articles of single case special education video analysis studies with the 
primary research question: “What is the omnibus magnitude of effect of video analysis on 
the instructional practices of educators?” (p. 5).  
 Morin et al. (2019) included 33 single case studies of special educators using 
video self-analysis. They determined if those individual experiments met the What Works 
Clearinghouse (WWC) Single-Case Design Standards, such as a) including a 
manipulation of the independent variable (IV), b) reporting inter-observer agreement that 
meets a particular threshold, and c) a minimum of three attempts to demonstrate 
treatment effects for at least three points in time. With these rigorous standards, 18 of the 
studies met the criteria, though 17 of those were with some reservations. They proceeded 
to analyze the data for the entire group of 33 studies, as well as differentiating between 
the 18 that met the criteria and those that did not. They calculated the Tau-U effect size 
for each of the identified studies, as a total aggregate, and for each group of studies 
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according to whether they met WWC Design Quality Standards or not. Tau-U may be 
cautiously interpreted as having a small effect up to 0.62; a medium effect from 0.63 to 
0.92, and a large effect from 0.93 to 1.00 (Morin et al., 2019).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
 The results of the meta-analysis studies can be seen in Table 3. Both the omnibus 
effect and the calculations for just the studies meeting WWC standards are reported for 
comparison.  
Table 3 
Study Groupings and Omnibus Effect Sizes (Morin et al., 2019) 
Study Grouping Number 
of 
studies 
Tau-U (95% CI) Tau-U Effect 
All single case design 
experiments 
33 0.85 [0.79, 0.91] Medium 
Studies meeting WWC 
standards 
18 0.88 [0.81, 0.96] Medium 
 
The Tau-U effect sizes indicated a moderate positive effect size for video analysis 
for both the total group of studies and for the group that met the WWC Design Standards. 
The studies meeting the WWC standards had a slightly higher Tau-U with the 95% 
confidence interval Tau-U ranging from 0.81 to 0.96, which spans a medium to large 
effect size.  
In addition to the omnibus effect, Morin and team categorized the video self-
analysis studies into types to see if the context or participant characteristic made a 
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difference. They wanted to know if video analysis benefitted a particular educational 
setting, such as one-to-one versus small group versus large group instruction, or 
instructing communication skills, academic skills, or daily living skills. For participant 
characteristics, they created four subgroups including role (paraprofessional, preservice, 
and in-service), educational level (high school/GED, bachelor’s graduate), age, and 
experience (none/first year, second or third year, and fourth year or more). Novice 
educators appeared to benefit the most from video self-analysis, which was a different 
finding from Fukkink et al.’s (2011) meta-study. Novice teacher case studies reached a 
large Tau-U effect size, 0.93 (95% CI [0.84, 1.00]), whereas more experienced educators 
had effect sizes in the moderate range, second/third year educators ES of 0.76 (95% CI 
[0.67, 0.86]), and four or more years of experience produced an ES of 0.85 (95% CI 
[0.78, 0.92]).  
 This meta-analysis was limited to special education teachers and primarily 
included studies that did not meet the WWC standards. However, the studies that met the 
WWC standards with some reservations and those that did not, yielded similar results, all 
with video analysis interventions having a positive effect. This study lends additional 
support for the usefulness of video self-analysis in developing educators and the 
importance of including an externally evaluated observation of the teacher. In particular, 
Morin et al.’s (2019) study suggested that the strongest results came for novice teachers, 
indicating that video self-analysis is an effective practice for teacher preparation 
programs. In contrast, Fukkink et al.’s (2011) meta-analysis did not produce evidence of 
a differential effect between novice and experienced practitioners, having both groups 
showing similar positive effects.  
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Both meta-analyses of video interventions provide support for using this as a tool 
to develop teachers. Video self-analysis provides a connection between the research that 
teachers learn about in their training and their actual K-12 classrooms. It allows them to 
reflect on their implementation of newly learned practices, and most importantly, the 
students’ responses. Video analysis of their own classroom is genuine and authentic, not 
hypothetical or theoretical, and encourages candidates to closely examine student 
thinking. Video affords candidates the opportunity to reflect outside of the demanding 
minute-to-minute decision-making of teaching, and offers long-term follow up and 
comparison opportunities to see growth over time (Beisiegel et al., 2018; Derry et al. 
2010; Knight, 2014). 
Other Video Analysis Literature 
In addition to the aforementioned studies, other research involves general video 
analysis, such as watching video of a mentor teacher or an example of model instruction 
(Beck et al., 2002; Blomberg et al., 2013; Blomberg et al., 2014; Seidel et al., 2013; 
Sherin & van Es, 2003; Sherin & van Es, 2009). Watching others instruct can also boost 
self-efficacy. Several studies emphasized the importance of peer video analysis teams 
where participants watch each other’s videos and discuss the lessons (Beisiegel et al., 
2018; Knight, 2014; Kimbrough et al., 2008; and Sherin and van Es, 2002, 2003, 2009). 
The focus of the discussion varies depending upon the video club’s goals. Mentor teacher 
videos provide a similar teaching environment for candidates since they are working with 
the same students, school setting, and subject area. However, if candidates see themselves 
as very different from the mentor’s personality, this may reduce the amount of perceived 
similarity. Beck et al. (2002) found that candidates who analyzed mentor teacher video 
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outperformed those who only observed the classroom live. They suggested that the video 
analysis group was able to focus more on student learning rather than superficial 
happenings, thereby reflecting more deeply and building mental models of how to 
perceive classroom activity. They argued that participants in the video group who had the 
advantage of rewinding, replaying, and putting on a new lens or focus question each time 
they watched a segment developed a more trained eye. Beck et al. (2002) postulated that 
this transferred to other instructional settings.  
Sherin and van Es’ (2003, 2009) research on practicing teachers’ participation in 
video clubs yielded similar findings. In video clubs, groups of teachers watch each 
other’s videos and use guiding questions to develop habits of focused reflection. 
Participants have reported that these habits transferred to their in-the-moment instruction. 
Examples for teacher prompts included: “What is the student saying about the learning? 
What did you see in the video about students’ understanding of (fractions)?” (Sherin & 
van Es, 2003, 2009). One participant referred to this transfer of thinking as “video head” 
(Sherin & van Es, 2003). Teachers reported that the analytic mindset cultivated during 
the video clubs indeed influenced their classroom instruction (Sherin & van Es, 2003, 
2009). 
Several studies emphasized the importance of how EPPs structure the purpose and 
implementation of video analysis. The analysis activity should have guiding theoretical 
purpose (Derry et al., 2010; Seidel et al., 2013). Furthermore, EPPs should reduce the 
cognitive load for pre-service teachers during video observation so that they are not 
overwhelmed by the complexity of video nor caught in the trap of superficial description 
(Beck et al., 2002; Blomberg et al., 2013; Nagro et al., 2016; Sherin & van Es, 2003). 
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Short segments of video with guiding prompts renders viewing more manageable 
(Marzano, 2007). Blomberg et al. (2013) explained the novice tendency to describe 
events, whereas experts will more often reason, connect, and classify their observational 
insights. Video analysis, of self and comparable others, can help train the novice eye to 
become more sophisticated and expert. The literature review suggests that video analysis 
should be chunked into manageable parts with structured guidance, such as coupling the 
viewing with guiding questions or forms (e.g., rubrics or checklists) linked to effective 
practices. It also suggests that while self-analysis may be the most motivating for 
candidates (Beisiegel et al., 2018; Seidel et al., 2011), watching videos of similar others, 
such as trusted peers in an EPP, provides additional benefits, such as feedback and insight 
that the candidate did not notice (Beisiegel et al., 2018; Knight, 2014; Sherin & van Es, 
2003, 2009). For these reasons, the current study counted both video analysis of self, and 





Chapter 3: Methodology 
This study employed a non-experimental correlational design to determine if the 
quantity of video analysis conducted during the one-year EPP offers any predictive value 
for how a candidate will perform on the edTPA (Gall et al., 2007). The researcher 
collected data on 49 teacher candidates from two online cohorts, 2017-18 and 2018-19. 
The author planned to employ a multiple regression analysis to determine if the amount 
of video analysis conducted in the program accounts for unique variance in edTPA 
performance above and beyond writing skills. The literature review includes repeated 
evidence of a moderate, positive effect size for video analysis in teacher development. 
The literature tends to demonstrate a positive correlation, which could be due to 
publication bias preferring to publish statistically significant results. Since previous 
research suggests that strong writers have an advantage in scoring well on the edTPA, 
writing skills were included in the study (Goldhaber et al., 2017; Santagata & Sandholtz, 
2019). The researcher conducted a correlational analysis using two years of data from 
2017 to 2019, from the post-baccalaureate online teacher certification program at a 
university in Washington State. The author hypothesized a positive association between 
the predictor variables of WEST-B Writing scores and the number of videos analyzed 
within the yearlong program, and the outcome variable of edTPA scores.  
Research Design 
 
 This correlational study planned to use a hierarchical regression to examine if the 
quantity of video analysis predicts unique variance in candidates’ edTPA scores, after 
accounting for writing ability. Due to the literature review and previous results 
suggesting a positive relationship between video analysis and teacher performance, and 
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the presumed advantage of strong writers, this study aimed to determine if there is a 
significant relationship between these predictor variables and performance on the edTPA.  
Research Questions and Hypothesis 
1. What is the relationship between teacher candidates’ writing abilities as 
measured by WEST-B Writing scores and teacher candidates’ performance on 
the edTPA? 
2. Does the amount of internship video analysis conducted during the program 
account for unique variance in predicting teachers’ performance on the 
edTPA? 
 In light of the various studies indicating the benefits of structured video self-
analysis, the author hypothesized a positive relationship between WEST-B Writing 
scores and edTPA performance scores, with additional unique variance accounted for 
depending upon the quantity of video analysis completed in the program. While 
Santagata and Sandholtz (2019) referenced a modest correlation between GPA and 
edTPA scores, WEST-B Writing scores offer a more targeted measure specific to the skill 
of writing. The edTPA involves a significant writing demand, and hence there is a 
common conception among EPP stakeholders that strong writing skills influence edTPA 
scores. Although the writing bias is a prevalent notion in the EPP community, the 
researcher did not find any empirical evidence to support it. In actuality, there is 
unpublished evidence that points to the contrary (cited in Whittaker et al., 2018). Since 
the author wanted to examine the relationship between writing ability and teacher 
performance assessment in a measured way and gather evidence for this commonly held 
conception, she chose to use WEST-B Writing scores rather than GPA. Hypothesizing 
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this common conception herself, the researcher intended to enter writing scores into the 
regression model first in a hierarchical fashion, assuming strong writers would have the 
most advantage. Next, the number of videos critiqued predictor variable would be entered 
into the regression to determine if these activities accounted for unique variance in the 
model (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2014).  
Participants 
 Participant data came from graduate teacher education preservice students who 
enrolled in an online certification program at a private liberal arts university between 
2017-2019. The university collects all of the data for program purposes. For the purposes 
of this study, these data are considered archival. A total of 49 students (n = 49) had 
edTPA scores and a data point for number of videos critiqued. The students represented 
various subject area endorsements, as shown in Table 4. Of the 49 candidates, 34 had 
WEST-B Writing scores due to the alternatives that were used to meet the basic skills 
program entrance requirements. For a regression analysis, a general guideline is to have 
at least 10-15 participants per predictor variable in order to detect an effect (Field, 2013; 





Table 4  
Intern edTPA Endorsements 
Endorsement Interns 
Elementary Literacy 6 
Elementary Mathematics 4 
K-12 Performing Arts 1 
Secondary English Language Arts 4 
Secondary Social Studies 1 
Secondary Math 3 
Secondary Science 2 
Special Education 19 
Visual Arts 4 
World Language 5 
Total 49 
 
 Ten discipline endorsement areas were represented in this data set for edTPA 
scores. In Washington State, special education must be accompanied with a general 
education endorsement in order to earn certification. Thus, the special education 
candidates also had a general education endorsement, such as elementary, math, or 
English language arts. University program policy instructs interns pursuing dual 
endorsements to complete the edTPA in special education. To earn certification in 
Washington, interns need to pass the edTPA in one of their endorsement areas if they are 
seeking two subject area endorsements. Other students in the program may also have 
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chosen a dual endorsement pathway in the program, such as elementary and visual arts. 
Dual endorsing interns have internship placements in both subject areas, though there is 
usually a primary endorsement where the intern spends the majority of time. Interns 
typically complete the edTPA in their primary internship placement. Table 4 shows the 
endorsement for which the candidate completed the edTPA. In the literature review of 
video analysis, many of the studies focused on certain disciplines—special education 
(Morin et al., 2019; Nagro et al., 2016), math (Beisiegel et al., 2018; Santagata & 
Sandholz, 2019), science (Ceven McNally, 2015), and reading (Marker & D’Onfrio, 
2015). The intent of this study was to focus on video analysis as a tool to develop teacher 
candidates generally, and not focus on a particular discipline.  
The private university in this study operates a one-year accelerated program to 
teacher certification in both blended and entirely online formats. In the last three years, 
only the online programs have required the students to record their own classroom 
teaching for the purpose of supervisor coaching and evaluation. Thus, since the students 
in the online programs had access to video analysis and were required to record lessons 
for the program, it is this group of students whose data was used. Additionally, the online 
program cohorts had a similar programmatic experience compared to their blended, on-
campus cohorts. The online students took coursework online from the same pool of 
online instructors and were assigned to a common set of online supervisors, thereby 
minimizing programmatic variance. However, teacher internship placements varied 
substantially, from urban to rural, public to private, and honors courses to self-contained 
special education classrooms. Moreover, each candidate had a different mentor teacher 
during internship. Thus, internship setting and assigned mentor are both potentially 
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confounding variables not included in this study, which does limit the findings. Other 
researchers have suggested that classroom setting and school socio-economic status 
impact edTPA scores (Greenblatt & O’Hara, 2015). Although the sites differed, the 
duration and expectations of the internship remained similar. Teacher candidates in these 
programs began a yearlong internship in late August and completed a full year’s 
residency within the same classroom(s) through June.  
The university assigns field supervisors to candidates for the duration of the year, 
making 10-12 observations and conferences throughout the year. Additionally, once a 
school field site identifies an appropriate mentor, the university confirms that the 
selection meets statutory requirements to provide each teacher candidate with regular on-
site support and training. The field supervisors, with mentor teacher and candidate input, 
assess the teacher candidate’s performance and growth throughout the year. Most of the 
interns in the online program live geographically far from campus, though within the 
state, thereby making face-to-face supervision a difficulty. Some supervisors live 
geographically closer to online teacher candidates, and are more willing to make a few of 
their 10-12 visits in person rather than a recording and teleconference. Some supervisors 
also have a stronger preference for live visits and a higher willingness and availability to 
travel. Thus, online candidates could conduct all 10 of their classroom observations via 
instructional recordings and teleconference debriefs, or do a blend of some traditional 
live visits with some instructional recordings. The blend of live and recorded 





During the two years of data collection, candidates had to show both basic skills 
proficiency and subject matter proficiency by passing certain tests in order to earn 
Washington State certification. The basic skills tests included a battery of three tests 
assessing math, writing, and reading known as the Washington Educator Skills Test – 
Basic (WEST-B). Candidates could waive any and all of the three sub-categories with 
sufficient SAT or ACT scores, or state-approved equivalents from other states, which 
currently lists 18 possible options. Washington, as of 2019, no longer has a “cut score” 
for these basic tests, but still requires candidates to take them. During these two years of 
data collection, the passing score for WEST-B Writing was 240. Of the 49 identified 
candidates from the two years of cohorts, 34 had WEST-B scores. Other candidates had 
used prior college entrance exam scores or out-of-state teacher entrance exam scores as 
substitutions for the WEST-B Writing requirement. This study did not attempt to 
determine an equivalent scale for each of the possible alternatives for meeting the state’s 
writing requirement for entering an EPP, nor did it attempt to find z scores for each test. 
The researcher did not have access to all of the alternatives. This study limited the 
correlation to WEST-B Writing scores. If a student took the WEST-B multiple times, the 
investigator input the first attempt in the analysis in an attempt to standardize the scores 
as much as possible for all candidates (i.e., using all first attempts). 
Video Analysis Predictor Variable 
Video analysis, the second predictor variable, included the number of 
instructional videos a candidate analyzed during the program (their own or a peer’s video 
from the program). A video analysis counted as a data point if it included at least one 
analytical comment by the student regarding instructional matters in the video coaching 
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platform. For instance, video assignments that provided virtual tours of the classroom or 
were video journals explaining a candidate’s particular practice, such as communicating 
with families, were not included. If candidates uploaded an instructional video for the 
supervisor but did not make their own comments, those videos were not included in the 
tally. The video coaching platform generates reports on how many videos a candidate 
submits for critique and how many videos they analyze. The researcher used the raw 
number of videos analyzed, and then subtracted the video submissions that did not 
include classroom instruction. For instance, if a candidate submitted a virtual classroom 
tour and made four comments on that video, the researcher subtracted that video from the 
participant’s video analysis data. The number of videos analyzed was predominantly of a 
candidate’s own classroom instructions as most of the activities were set to private, 
meaning only supervisors and candidates themselves had access to their videos. 
However, a few of the EPP assignment activities were set to peer review so that students 
could watch their similarly-endorsing peers’ videos and give feedback to one another. 
These were also included in the video count as research suggests benefits from video peer 
review (Beisiegel et al., 2018; Kimbrough et al., 2008; Knight, 2014; Sherin & van Es, 
2003, 2009; van Es & Sherin, 2002). All 49 candidates from the two cohorts who had 
earned a complete edTPA score also had a number of videos critiqued data point. 
For the two years of program data included in the study, the requirement for 
student video self-analysis varied. Both cohorts were required to record their classroom 
instruction for observational purposes and share those recordings with their field 
supervisor. See Appendix A for the online supervision timeline that structured both 
cohorts. In the first year, 2017-18, candidates were encouraged to watch their own 
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recordings, but it was considered optional and primarily a source of observation for the 
assigned university supervisor. In 2018-19, online candidates were required to watch and 
analyze a minimum of two of their own videos and use evidence from those videos for 
two out of three written reflections. Students from both cohort years had to write three 
internship reflections, but only the second cohort had to integrate video analysis into 
those reflections. Both cohort years had students in certain courses who completed video 
peer analysis as assignments. Analysis for peer and self-review included timestamped 
comments and/or markers corresponding to the eight EPP standards. The university refers 
to their eight program standards, derived from Danielson’s Instructional Framework 
(Danielson, 2013), as the Internship Performance Criteria (IPC). Video “markers” within 
the video coaching platform have been designed to align with these eight standards so 
that a viewer can timestamp a portion of the video to show evidence for evaluating a 
particular standard. The viewer can add comments explaining why a marker was chosen 
and how the evidence aligns with the expectation for meeting the standard or not. The 
markers mostly pertain to the first six of eight teaching standards. The final two standards 
usually pertain to competencies outside of immediate classroom instruction, Family and 
Community and Professional Practice. Supervisors gather other forms of evidence for 
these two standards, though there is an option to use these markers in case classroom 
video has relevance. The eight IPC standards are as follows, with their timestamp marker 
code used in the video platform in parentheses. For an illustration of what these markers 
and comments look like in the video platform, see Appendix C.  
1. Expectations (Ex) 
2. Instruction (In) 
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3. Differentiation (Di) 
4. Content Knowledge (Co) 
5. Learning Environment (Le) 
6. Assessment (As) 
7. Family and Community (Fa) 
8. Professional Practice (Pr) 
The eight IPC standards are broken into further sub-categories, each of which has 
a scale from 1 to 4 to evaluate the candidate’s proficiency level: 1 = Unsatisfactory, 2 = 
Basic, 3 = Proficient, and 4 = Distinguished, similar to Fukkink et al.’s (2011) 
recommendation to use molar measures. The full IPC evaluation comprises 25 sub-
categories and an 8-page document. Appendix D offers an example of one IPC category, 
Expectations, and its three sub-categories broken into molar rating scales. If a candidate 
sees an example of using a formative assessment during instruction, they might use the 
As (#6 Assessment) marker, and then write a free form comment explaining their 
thoughts such as, “6.2 Using white boards as formative assessment to see if students 
remember the vocabulary. Five students do not hold up any response. I move to the next 
question without any follow-up. Several other students have the wrong answer.” The 
researcher wanted to determine if candidates who more often used this structured 
protocol for video self-analysis, and a similar analysis of peers’ internship videos, would 
have a stronger performance of teacher competencies as measured by edTPA scores due 
to the influence of these video activities.  
The researcher further disaggregated the video analysis variable into number of 
self and number of other videos that were critiqued in the video coaching platform. The 
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total quantity of instructional videos analyzed was broken down into how many times a 
student commented on their own instructional video (self), and how many peers’ videos 
they commented on (other), combined as the total quantity of videos critiqued. Only a 
few activities in the video coaching platform were open for peer review for course 
assignments.  
To gather the video analysis variable, the researcher ran reports from the video 
coaching platform to get the total number of videos critiqued—a function of the reports. 
Next, she subtracted video assignments that did not involve instruction. For instance, 
some of the video assignments in the coaching platform were titled Introductions and 
Virtual Classroom Tour. These video assignments had the dual purpose of familiarizing 
the students to the video coaching platform and technology, while also introducing 
themselves and their context to their field supervisors (Virtual Tour) and fellow cohort 
classmates (Introductions). The video coaching platform included video journal 
assignments that allowed student interns to share classroom artifacts on the camera while 
discussing their processes, such as their communication strategies with families. These 
video journals were of the interns alone. The researcher ran reports on each of these non-
instructional video assignments. All of these non-instructional videos were subtracted 
from the total videos to create the variable of research interest, total instructional videos 
analyzed.  
Once the total instructional videos count was established, the investigator 
calculated the number teacher candidates analyzed their own video (self) and the amount 
they analyzed others’ videos (other). Students have varying program coursework, so not 
all students were required to conduct video peer review assignments. Most video 
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activities in the coaching platform were marked private for supervisory purposes. Thus, 
students did not have access to each other’s videos unless it was explicitly for a peer 
review course assignment. 
edTPA Scores as Outcome Variable 
In Washington State, teacher candidates must pass the edTPA with a total score of 
40 to earn certification (34 for languages). For most subject areas, there are five rubrics 
for each of three tasks—Task 1 Planning, Task 2 Instruction (the video component), and 
Task 3 Assessment, for a total of 15 rubrics. Table 5 describes the focus of each rubric for 
each of the tasks. At the time of data collection, Washington State was piloting three 
additional rubrics known as the Student Voice rubrics. However, since these scores were 
not part of the cut score for certification and were part of a pilot project, they are not 
included in the edTPA scores for this project. Each rubric has a highest possible score of 
5, making 75 a perfect score. World languages (WL) and classical languages only have 
13 total rubrics, and thus a lower possible score (65) and a lower passing score (34). 
Since the entirety of the language disciplines focuses on language itself, they do not 
include the specific rubrics that call out teaching components of academic language. With 
this passing score minimum, candidates need to earn an average of 2.67 on each rubric, 
though scorers only give whole scores, in order to earn certification. As with the WEST-
B Writing skills, if a student took the edTPA multiple times, the first attempt with 
complete data was used as the data point. For instance, if a student received an error code 






 Focus of Guiding Questions in edTPA Rubrics 
Focus of rubric Task 
R1: How do plans build on each other 1—Planning 
R2: Planning to support varied student learning needs 1—Planning 
R3: Using knowledge of students to inform teaching and learning 1—Planning 
R4: Identifying and supporting language demands1 1—Planning 
R5: Planning assessments to monitor and assess learning 1—Planning 
R6: Learning environment 2—Instruction 
R7: Engaging students in learning 2—Instruction 
R8: Deepening student learning/eliciting student responses 2—Instruction 
R9: Subject-specific pedagogy 2—Instruction 
R10: Analyzing teaching effectiveness 2—Instruction 
R11: Analysis of student learning 3—Assessment 
R12: Providing feedback to guide learning 3—Assessment 
R13: Student understanding and use of feedback 3—Assessment 
R14: Analyzing students’ language use1 3—Assessment 
R15: Using assessment to inform instruction 3—Assessment 
1These are the two rubrics which are absent from the world and classical languages. 
 Pearson, an external organization, scores the edTPA portfolio. Approximately 
10% of portfolios are double-scored, and Pearson reports multiple reliability coefficients 
that indicate a high level of internal scoring consistency, such as Cronbach’s alpha of .91 
(Pecheone et al., 2016). Four of the Task 2: Instruction rubrics use the artifact of 
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classroom video evidence, while the fifth rubric in Task 2 focuses solely on the 
candidate’s written reflection and analysis of how the lessons went. The total score on 15 
rubrics determines passing or failing in Washington State. However, since those in world 
and classical languages have two fewer rubrics, the data analysis required an imputation 
technique to estimate those absent values. The researcher chose personal rubric mean 
substitution as the preferred method. The average rubric score for each world language 
(WL) student’s portfolio was added twice again to their total score to make it equivalent 
to a 15-rubric, 75-point possible score. Deleting the WL students (n = 5) from the data set 
was not a desirable choice since the researcher wanted to include them as fully 
participating students in the online cohorts. The WL edTPA simply leaves out the two 
rubrics on academic language since the entire subject involves teaching communicative 
language skills; they are not a random subsample. Thus, the researcher chose mean 
substitution for this non-existent data using the students’ own mean rubric scores, not 
group means. For example, if a world language participant earned a 39 over 13 rubrics, 
that averages to a 3 for each of the 13 rubrics for that particular student. A dummy score 
of 3 was placed into those two missing rubrics for academic language and added to the 
total score (39 + 6 = 45). Mean substitution as a method for estimating missing values 
brought the total possible maximum score to 75 over 15 rubrics. Each of the five WL 
students had their own personalized mean substitution added twice to their scores in order 
to retain what variability existed among students. While the edTPA is reported in whole 
numbers, the researcher rounded to the nearest tenth for this imputation technique (e.g., a 
WL student’s total score of 42 divided by 13 rubrics would result in a 3.2 mean being 
added to the two missing rubrics). Personalizing the mean substitution as a form of prior 
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(current) knowledge about the students’ own performance and rounding to the nearest 
tenth were both done to preserve some of the variability within rubric scores (Tabachnick 
& Fidell, 2014). Mean substitution is considered a conservative estimation technique for 
missing values because it reduces the possible variability (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2014).  
In addition to the composite edTPA score, the researcher disaggregated the 
edTPA variable into the three tasks: Task 1 (Planning), Task 2 (Instruction), and Task 3 
(Assessment). Each of the tasks has five rubrics, with a maximum score of five on each, 
for a possible total score of 25 on each task. The researcher planned correlations between 
the disaggregated variables of self and other instructional videos critiqued, and the three 
separate edTPA tasks, as well as correlations with the composite scores of the total 
number of instructional videos critiqued during the program and the total edTPA 
composite score. By disaggregating the variables, more information could be gathered 
regarding the relationship between a particular type of video analysis—self or other—and 
its relationship to the particular edTPA task (planning for learning, instructing, and 




Chapter 4: Results 
 The researcher collected the relevant data on the 49 teacher candidates from two 
online cohorts, 2017-18 and 2018-19. Descriptive statistics for all of the aggregate 
variables are shown in Table 6. The literature review suggested a small to medium 
positive effect on externally evaluated (compared to self-evaluated) teacher competence 
when using structured video analysis in the development of teachers (Fukkink et at. 2011; 
Morin et al., 2019; Nagro et al., 2016; Santagata & Sandholtz, 2019). The researcher 
hypothesized that she would find a small to medium positive correlation with edTPA 
scores due to the existing research.  
Table 6 
 Descriptive Statistics of Variables 
 n Range Min. Max. Mean SD Skew Kurt 
WEST-B 34 68 229 297 268.88 17.44 -.34 .78 



















1The row for videos critiqued includes the descriptive statistics with and without the 
identified outlier.  
Preliminary Data Analysis 
 Before conducting the regression analyses, the researcher calculated descriptive 
statistics to analyze the appropriateness of the data. The variable, number of videos 
critiqued, flagged concern due to the high statistics of skewness (1.27) and kurtosis (2.88) 
outside of the recommended range of ±1; the closer to zero, the better (Field, 2013). 
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Since the sample size is relatively small, the researcher calculated z-scores by dividing 
the skewness by the standard error of the skewness and followed a similar procedure for 
kurtosis. These calculations produced z-scores for skewness (3.74) and kurtosis (4.31). A 
perfectly normal distribution would have zero as a z-score. Field (2013) explains that an 
absolute value above 1.96 for z-scores in these two areas indicates deviation from 
normality that is statistically significant at the p < .05 level, and an absolute value greater 
than 3.29 is significant at the p < .001. Both skewness and kurtosis for number of videos 
critiqued fell above the 3.29 z-score threshold with all data points included. Figure 1 
shows a scatterplot of edTPA scores and number of videos critiqued with a visible outlier 
with 29 videos critiqued. 
    




There are multiple ways to determine outliers. For this study, the researcher 
employed the scatterplot and standardized residuals. In order to identify statistical 
outliers, she looked for any data point that fell outside of the recommended 3.26 
standardized residual range (Field, 2013). The researcher ran standardized residuals for 
edTPA scores, WEST-B Writing, and number of videos critiqued. The data point of 29 
videos critiqued had a standardized residual of 3.79, showing that it indeed fell outside 
the recommended three standard deviations from the mean, or greater than 3.26 
standardized residuals (Field, 2013). The other variables, WEST-B, and edTPA scores, 
had data points within the acceptable range of standardized residuals between -3.26 and 
+3.26. The outlier was removed from the data set to see if this improved normality. When 
the outlier was taken out of the analysis for number of videos critiqued, the z-scores for 
skewness and kurtosis both fell into the recommended range below an absolute value of 
1.96; skewness z-score without outlier .45/.34 = 1.32 and kurtosis z-score -.63/.67 = -
0.94. The researcher excluded the one identified outlier variable from the analyses by 
defining it as “missing data” in SPSS. Doing this improved the skewness and kurtosis of 
the videos critiqued variable as seen in Table 6, which includes the descriptive statistics 
with and without the outlier.  
To examine the associations between variables, the investigator conducted 
correlation analyses on each of the predictor variables with edTPA scores. Since each 
variable had a differing quantity of data points, the researcher ran the correlations 
separately in order to use all of the data points available for that particular variable. To 
illustrate, of the 48 students with number of videos critiqued, only 34 also had a WEST-B 
Writing score. At this preliminary stage of bivariate correlation analysis, it was clear that 
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the hypothesized positive relationship between writing scores and edTPA performance 
was unsupported. There was no evidence in this data set showing a relationship between 
WEST-B Writing and edTPA scores, r = -.004, p = .984. However, there was, as 
hypothesized, a statistically significant positive association between number of videos 
critiqued and edTPA scores.  
Table 7 
Correlations of Predictor Variables to edTPA Performance 
Predictor Variable n Pearson’s r p-value 
WEST-B Writing 34 -.004 .984 
Videos critiqued 48 .342 .017 
 
Relationship between Writing Ability and edTPA Performance 
 
 The first research question focused on the relationship between teacher 
candidates’ writing abilities as measured by WEST-B Writing scores and teacher 
candidates’ performance on the edTPA. There was no statistically significant relationship 
between those two variables as the correlation was near zero. The researcher failed to 
reject the null hypothesis. In this data set, academic writing ability was not a significant 
predictor of edTPA performance. Thus, the researcher determined that continuing with 
the original plan of a hierarchical regression would be illogical. 
Students who met the basic writing entrance requirement another way, such as 
with strong high school SAT or ACT scores, were not included in the correlational 
analysis. To determine if there was a difference in edTPA performance for students who 
used the WEST-B Writing for EPP entrance and those who did not, the researcher 
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performed an independent samples t-test. The results of the Levene’s test, F(1, 47) = 
.008, p = .931, indicated that the two groups had equivalent variance. On average, 
students who used an alternative to the WEST-B Writing requirement, n = 15, (M = 48, 
SE = 1.39) did perform better on the edTPA compared to those who used the WEST-B, n 
= 34, (M = 45, SE = 0.99). However, this difference of 3 points, 95% CI [-6.44, 0.62], 
was not significant t(47) = -1.66, p = .10. It represented a medium-sized effect, d = 0.54.  
Relationship between Video Analysis and edTPA Scores 
 
The second research question focused on the quantity of internship video analysis 
conducted during the program and its predictive value on teachers’ performance on the 
edTPA. Since the WEST-B Writing scores in this study were not predictive of edTPA 
performance, a hierarchical regression was not deemed necessary. A linear regression 
with number of videos critiqued as the predictor variable and edTPA as the criterion 
variable showed that the amount of video analysis conducted in the EPP accounted for 
11.7% of the variance in edTPA scores, R2= .117, p = .017. 
The researcher conducted correlational analyses on the disaggregated variables of 
video analysis of self and others as well as the three separate edTPA tasks. The resulting 
correlation coefficients are shown in Table 8. Several correlations reached statistical 
significance, including the one between the total number of videos critiqued and the total 
edTPA score. However, an even stronger correlation, significant at the p < .01 level, 
emerged for the number of other (peer) videos a student critiqued and the total edTPA 
score. Task 3, Assessment, showed the strongest correlations of the three edTPA tasks 
with the frequency of video analysis in all three video analysis categories: total number, 
number of self-critiqued, and number of other critiqued. The strongest positive 
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correlation, significant at p < .01, was between the total number of other videos students 
analyzed and their own total edTPA score (r = .367, p = .009). The number of videos 
students self-critiqued did not reach the threshold of statistically significant correlations 
with any of the separate edTPA tasks, although there is some evidence of a positive 
relationship with the composite edTPA scores (r = .268, p = .066). 
Table 8 
Correlation Table of Disaggregated and Composite Variables 
 Task 1 Task 2  Task 3  edTPA Total 
Number of self-critiqued .209 .180 .239 .2681 
Number of other critiqued .2661 .2671 .335* .367** 
Total videos critiqued .248 .181 .355* .342* 
Note. ** p < .01      *p < .05        1 p < .07 
Secondary Findings 
The researcher’s hypothesis and the common conception that writing ability 
predicted edTPA performance was unsupported. Writing ability as measured by the 
WEST-B Writing scores had no significant relationship to edTPA scores, r = -.004, p = 
.984. The results from the correlational analyses showed that the number of videos 
analyzed had a positive relationship with edTPA scores. This sparked an investigation 
into the difference in performance of these two cohort years since one cohort year was 
required to do more video analysis than the other. The researcher explored if there was a 
difference in performance between the two cohort years, 2017-18 and 2018-19, since 
each cohort had naturally occurring programmatic expectations that differed in terms of 
video self-analysis requirements.  
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Difference between Cohort Years and Alternate Expectations 
Since the data included two online cohorts, 2017-2018 and 2018-2019, with 
differing programmatic instructions, an exploratory independent samples t-test was 
conducted to see if there was a difference between the two cohort groups in edTPA 
performance. The cohorts experienced slightly different programmatic requirements 
regarding video self-analysis. The first cohort who had access to the video analysis 
software was told that self-analysis was encouraged, but optional. The second cohort 
year, 2018-2019, was directed to analyze their own instructional videos at least two times 
and to use those videos as evidence in their teacher reflections. In both cohort years, 
teacher candidates were required to write three internship reflections about their 
classroom practice, but the EPP did not prescribe the source of evidence for those 
reflections for the 2017-18 cohort (i.e., classroom artifacts might include lesson plans, 
student work samples, emails to parents, or recorded lessons). Table 9 shows the 
descriptive statistics for both online cohort groups. Although the mean differences were 
not statistically significant, the 2018-19 cohort did conduct more video analysis overall, 





Two Cohort Years’ Means 
 n M  
(edTPA) 











27 44.6 3.00 1.89 5.44 
2018-2019 
Cohort 
21 47.7 4.52 3.36 7.86 
 
On average, the 2018-19 cohort which was required to conduct self-analysis at 
least twice (M = 47.7, SD = 4.56), performed better on the edTPA than those from 2017-
18 who were not required to do any self-analysis (M = 44.6, SD = 6.33). Although the 
difference was not statistically significant, there was some evidence of an effect with the 
compulsory video self-analysis cohort, t(47) = -1.927, p = .060. This difference 




Chapter 5: Discussion 
 
Substantial literature exists that video analysis of authentic classroom teaching 
merits a place within EPPs. This correlational study adds empirical support to this claim. 
Teachers find video analysis of classroom teaching motivating and authentic (Beck et al., 
2002; Beisiegel et al., 2018; Schieble et al., 2015; Seidel et al., 2011). Moreover, teacher 
competence as measured by external evaluations also appears to improve with structured 
video analysis. Evidence shows that the manner in which the video analysis is structured 
influences the size of the effect (Fukkink et al., 2011; Nagro et al., 2016). Since the 
present study did not include a formal intervention as an experiment, nor required 
protocols for the video analysis, it is possible that a medium to large effect could emerge 
if the university designed a carefully structured video analysis protocol, as Morin et al. 
(2019) found for novice teachers.  
Bias towards Strong Academic Writers in edTPA Unsupported 
 
 Although there is a common conception of strong academic writers being favored 
in the edTPA, the researcher did not discover an empirical literature base to support this. 
It seems an intuitive relationship since the edTPA requires a lot of writing and 
commentary, but the researcher did not find empirical support for this idea in the 
literature review nor in the correlational analysis. A few studies referred to this 
relationship (Greenblatt & O’Hara, 2015; Kim, 2019; Santagata & Sandholtz, 2019), but 
none actually provided empirical evidence. One report identified this particular claim as a 
critique of the edTPA (Whittaker et al., 2018), and they refuted this argument by pointing 
out that there is actually no empirical evidence to support this idea. Whittaker and team 
(2018) referred to an unpublished study that showed similar correlational results as the 
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present study, meaning there was no predictive value nor relationship between 
standardized writing scores and edTPA performance. This correlational study lends 
support to deflate that argument. The correlation was essentially zero, indicating a lack of 
relationship between the two. The edTPA developers train scorers regarding this potential 
writing bias and inform scorers to be aware of this potential partiality. Scorers are 
instructed to mark portfolios according to the rubric language and not take off points for 
grammatical errors or weak writing. The assessment also permits bullet point 
explanations in the commentary sections (Whittaker et al., 2018). This study provides 
data that challenges the current conception held in many EPPs that the edTPA is biased 
towards strong writers. Perhaps academic writing skills are not the conflating variable 
that EPPs imagine.  
 While the correlational analysis did not provide evidence of a positive 
relationship between strong academic writing and edTPA performance, the t-test of the 
two groups who did and did not use the WEST-B Writing as an entry requirement 
indicated some difference. The medium positive effect size in favor of those who had 
used alternative writing proficiency scores to enter into the EPP, d = 0.54, raises the 
possibility of something going on. While the difference between the two groups was not 
significant, the effect size is substantial enough to cause curiosity. It is possible that the 
population of students who took the WEST-B Writing differed academically from those 
who used alternative scores to waive the writing requirement. For instance, students who 
attended four-year universities as freshmen typically had SAT and ACT scores, whereas 
many community college transfer students did not. Those who used their SAT or ACT 
scores to waive the writing requirement were those who had sufficiently high scores. 
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Santagata and Sandholtz (2019) did cite undergraduate GPA as having a small, positive 
correlation with edTPA performance. It is possible that not including “waiver” students 
in the correlation removed many strong writers from the analysis and limited the 
correlational finding. If the populations did differ, it may be that a group of students who 
had stronger academic writing backgrounds was not included in the sample because they 
were essentially “excused” from the WEST-B Writing requirement by meeting it through 
alternative ways. However, there were several ways to waive or substitute the WEST-B 
Writing requirement, which is why those alternatives were not included in this study. The 
investigator did not attempt to find WEST-B score equivalence with each option in order 
to include those students’ data in the correlational analysis. There are several possible 
writing proficiency substitutes including out-of-state EPP entrance exams, previous 
PRAXIS scores – a former Washington State requirement, SAT writing scores, or ACT 
scores. Some students took the SAT when it did not include a required writing portion, so 
the year a student applied to undergraduate university influenced the possibility of having 
a substitute score. 
Of the 49 students, there were 34 students accounted for in the WEST-B Writing 
variable. Scores ranged from 229 to 297 upon the first attempt, with 300 being the 
maximum score possible. This shows a decent amount of variability in academic writing 
ability among the included group as measured by this standardized test. The data captured 
from these cohorts for a correlation analysis did not provide evidence of academic 
writing as a predictor of edTPA performance. This contradicts a very common 
conception held within EPPs, but does not contradict other empirical findings from the 
literature review (Greenblatt & O’Hara, 2015; Kim, 2019; Santagata & Sandholtz, 2019).  
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The literature review produced a noticeable lack of empirical support for this conception. 
The lack of support for writing predicting edTPA performance may provide some 
confidence that the edTPA does not conflate writing ability with teaching competence. 
Rather, this empirically unsupported relationship adds to the reliability of the assessment 
as a measure of teacher competencies as Whittaker and team (2018) assert in their 
rebuttal to edTPA critiques. 
Critiquing Self Versus Similar Others 
 
 Literature on video analysis in the development of educators includes both 
analyzing self and others. This particular study focused on video analysis of either self or 
similar peers, such as teacher video clubs or professional development groups (Beisiegel 
et al., 2018; Sherin & van Es, 2003, 2009), mentor teachers (Beck et al., 2002), or similar 
age and subject peers (Seidel et al., 2011). In other words, the focus of this study was not 
on a bank of instructional videos used as demonstrations or exemplar best practices. The 
videos of interest included everyday classroom interactions of the teacher candidates 
themselves or those very similar to their context, other teachers whom they often knew 
from the program. Focusing on these two areas—self and similar others—highlights 
Bandura’s two areas for building self-efficacy. He asserts that one’s own mastery 
successes build self-efficacy the most. Additionally, Bandura claims that people can 
boost their own self-efficacy vicariously by watching similar others succeed. 
Accordingly, it may be that as teacher candidates watch themselves in their own 
classroom and notice particular successes, they are more likely to repeat those actions. 
For example, they can notice how setting up a particular communicative activity in world 
language with student demonstrations, word banks, and sentence stems gets more 
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students actively participating in the target language with one another. Similarly, they can 
watch a peer student teacher conduct similar activities and believe in their own abilities to 
implement those same strategies in their classroom, an example of Bandura’s vicarious 
success. 
 In the literature review, self-analysis had modest advantages over viewing others 
when the two were compared (Beisiegel et al., 2018; Seidel et al., 2011). However, it was 
also noted that analyzing and discussing videos with peers had benefits (Beck et al., 
2002; Beisiegel et al., 2018; Knight, 2014; Sherin & van Es 2003, 2009; van Es & Sherin, 
2002), in particular the ability to critique or notice salient aspects of instruction the 
teacher missed. For these reasons, the investigator chose to include the frequency of both 
kinds of video critique in her correlational study and to disaggregate by video critique 
type—self or other. There was an overall positive relationship between the frequency of 
video analysis conducted during the EPP and the composite edTPA score. When the 
correlations were disaggregated by type, the frequency of critiquing others’ videos 
emerged as a stronger predictor than the quantity of self-critiques a candidate completed. 
In fact, the strongest correlation came from the number of other videos a student had 
critiqued and their total edTPA score (r = .367, p = .009). This results in an effect size of 
R2 = .135. The second strongest correlation came from the quantity of total videos 
critiqued and Task 3: Assessment (r = .355, p = .013), R2 = .126. This was somewhat 
surprising as the researcher predicted Task 2: Instruction to have stronger correlations 
since that task includes video analysis of classroom instruction. The edTPA Task 3: 
Assessment has candidates analyze the K-12 performance data for the whole class on the 
lesson segment’s culminating assessment. In addition to whole class achievement data 
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and patterns, teacher candidates select work samples from three focus students to 
represent varying student progress. The submitted work samples in Task 3 include the 
students’ work along with the teacher candidate’s feedback after grading. It could be that 
the attention to feedback and using a rubric to analyze a peer’s video attuned the teacher 
candidates to look for specific evidence in artifacts. Honing their analysis and feedback 
skills with their peers via video analysis may have positively influenced their ability to 
analyze their K-12 students’ learning and give constructive and supportive feedback. In 
the peer review video analysis assignments for coursework, there were criteria included, 
and students were instructed to align their feedback to those criteria. Not only did teacher 
candidates practice spotting evidence and aligning their feedback to criteria in peer 
analysis, but by virtue of participating in these peer reviews, they were also receiving 
feedback from peers on their own videos. Thus, they had the advantage of others’ 
perspectives of what went on in the instructional moment, but not from a high stakes 
evaluator, which can be more threatening or off-putting (Beisiegel et al., 2018; Knight, 
2014). 
 Albeit unexpected, the strong correlation between critiquing others and Task 3: 
Assessment, offers hopeful possibilities. Pecheone et al. (2016) have noted that candidates 
across the nation have tended to score lowest on the Assessment task. However, Newton 
(2010) in his value-added measure study of PACT, edTPA’s precursor, reported the 
stronger predictors for future K-12 student achievement came from candidates scoring 
high in assessment and describing student language development (part of academic 
language rubrics in the edTPA). Teacher educators desire practices that produce more 
proficient assessors of student learning. This correlational analysis points to a potential 
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tool that EPPs can use to foster candidates’ growth in the area of student assessment: 
video peer review.  
Simulating a Form of Video Clubs—Critiquing Self and Other in Same Activity 
 
The secondary finding between the two naturally occurring cohort groups, 2017-
18 and 2018-19, in the EPP provided additional evidence that using video self-analysis to 
help developing teachers hone their craft has empirical support. There was an effect size 
of a Cohen’s d = 0.56 in favor of the cohort that was instructed to review and reflect on at 
least two of their own instructional videos, which is considered a medium effect size. 
Ideally, the teacher candidates were expected to interact with their field supervisor, 
mentor, or a peer review group regarding their video analysis, and many did. However, 
the interactions between students and others’ comments on the same instructional video 
were not a focus of data collection in the current study, and cannot be expanded upon. 
The critiqued other disaggregated variable showed stronger correlations than the self-
critiqued frequency. However, the only way students could have analyzed one another’s 
videos was if the instructional videos had been uploaded to a “peer review” permitted 
activity. For these coursework assignments, students were asked to comment on their 
own and like-endorsement peers’ videos (e.g., students pursuing an endorsement in world 
language would comment on each other’s videos for a class learning activity). If 
candidates did not share the same endorsement, they were grouped with peer interns 
teaching similar endorsement and grade level, such as high school social studies with 
high school English language arts since both are humanities disciplines with a strong 
focus on reading and writing.  
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Sherin and van Es (2003, 2009; van Es & Sherin, 2002) have conducted research 
on video clubs as professional development for practicing teachers, which is similar to 
these video analysis activities in the EPP. Members of video clubs use the classroom 
artifact of video evidence to discuss specific topics and learn from one another’s practice. 
Sherin and van Es described a professional vision that is developed when teachers look at 
what actually happened – how students and teachers really responded to classroom 
events. Teachers, or their colleagues, might notice a missed opportunity to ask a probing 
question to help a student learn more deeply or challenge a misconception, or they might 
notice an effective move that enhanced student learning or engagement. The video club 
articles by Sherin and van Es were not prioritized in this literature review because they 
involved practicing teachers and did not have external, empirical measures of teacher 
competence. However, the results of this correlational study combined with the Beisiegel 
et al. (2018) study that compared different kinds of video professional development 
groups, show that these kinds of self and other (colleague) peer review or video club 
development groups are a promising and well-received practice. 
In video clubs, teachers can identify a learning principle together, and then look 
for that particular principle in their own recordings, such as having a 5:1 ratio of positive 
to corrective interaction with students, or categorizing types of questions asked (Derry et 
al., 2010; Knight, 2014). As another example, world language teachers might identify a 
language acquisition strategy such as a scaffolded listening activity—what to do the first 
time through listening, the second time through, and so on. The videos allow the teachers 
to see their own implementation of the strategy, compare to one another, and point out 
areas of lesson success or growth opportunities. This type of video analysis is actually a 
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form of both self-critique and other-critique; they are entwined. Since the goal of 
educator preparation is to teach ways of thinking and habits of mind for teachers to take 
into their professional careers, this video club simulation during the EPP offers an 
effective tool that interns can bring to their own future classrooms and learning 
communities. Bandura’s (1982) social cognitive theory asserts that self-efficacy and 
motivation to perform certain actions depend upon the reciprocal factors of the 
environment, one’s own internal personal factors, and behaviors. It was stated earlier that 
EPPs try to influence the teacher behaviors since that is where they have the most 
opportunity for influence. Training teachers in looking for specific timestamped evidence 
of classroom activity is one of these behaviors that can influence teacher habits and ways 
of thinking into the future. Noticing classroom application of a particular teaching 
standard or principle, or lack thereof, is analogous to training young K-12 writers to 
support their claims with evidence from the text. Teacher educators train teacher 
candidates to ask their students: Where do you see evidence of this? Support your claim. 
Teacher educators must do the same with the teacher candidates themselves and not take 
their reflective word for it.  
Limitations 
This is a correlational study and thus, cannot establish causation (Field, 2013; 
Gall et al., 2007). Further research is needed using an experimental design with video 
self-analysis or video clubs of self and peer analysis in EPPs. There are other 
confounding variables thought to influence edTPA performance scores which are not 
included in this present study, such as teacher technical savvy, the socioeconomic status 
of the school, and the skill of the mentor teacher with whom the teacher candidate is 
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working (Greenblatt & O’Hara, 2015; Santagata & Sandholtz, 2019). Additionally, the 
teachers throughout the two cohort years did not have identical program experiences. 
There are several course sequences depending upon endorsement choice, such as a track 
for elementary endorsers, a track for math endorsers, and yet another for special 
education. The university edTPA support team modifies the resources that they offer year 
to year due to program evaluation and adjustments. Many of the activities that were 
intended to assist candidates in putting together their edTPA portfolios were optional. 
Several support activities were embedded in the program’s coursework, but there were 
also optional workshops provided by the university. Students took advantage of these 
optional supports to varying degrees, which could be another contributing factor to 
edTPA performance. The sample size in this study was also relatively small, which could 
contribute to a Type II error. 
 In addition to the confounding variables, there was also a fair amount of 
imprecision in the video analysis and an absence of measuring K-12 student learning. 
Only the frequency of different videos analyzed counted in this correlational study. Thus, 
if students commented one time on their own video or 30 times on that same video, it 
simply counted as one video critiqued. It would be helpful for future research to delineate 
the type and nature of video feedback that student interns find most valuable and which 
have the most impact on teacher competence and skill. Teacher perceptions are important 
for developing effective and well-received activities, but it is also important to measure 
classroom implementation and student learning. This study does not include K-12 student 
learning outcomes and cannot provide information to that end. 
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The type of video analysis quantified in the current study varied. While students 
were told to use the Internship Performance Criteria evaluation tool used by the EPP for 
student teacher instruction or choose other discipline-specific foci, there was not an 
attempt to verify the quality or fidelity of student comments in the correlational analysis, 
nor quantify back and forth interactions among multiple viewers. Rather, the investigator 
collected data only on whose video was the object of analysis: self or other. If students 
commented on a video of their own, it counted as self, and if they commented on 
someone else’s video, it counted as other. Thus, the comments could vary substantially in 
quality, depth, length, and interactional engagement from peers or a supervisor. Appendix 
E shows a few illustrative comments from teacher interns. Some comment strings had 
several interactions between the teacher intern who uploaded the video and either the 
field supervisor or a peer reviewer, while other videos may have had just one commenter 
and no documented interactional analyses in the video coaching platform. Some 
comments may have focused more on the K-12 student actions and words in the video, 
while other comments focused more on the teacher behaviors, and some a blend of both. 
While there was a skeletal structure to the video analysis using the eight 
Internship Performance Criteria described earlier, the correlational analysis only 
incorporated the frequency. The actual quality and nature of video analysis comments 
were not accounted for. There was likely great variability in the depth, length, and type of 
comments students made. For instance, some teacher candidates may have chosen to 
focus on student learning and their responses to the teacher and one another. Another 
candidate may have analyzed  the teacher’s behaviors. This correlational study does not 
offer any insight as to the kind of critique that students conducted, nor which kind had 
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more predictive value on teacher skill as measured by the edTPA. In Marker and 
D’Onfrio’s (2010) study of reading teachers, they found that the real value of video came 
with the dialog between reviewers after watching and sharing strategies in a collegial 
format. The teachers’ initial adverse reactions to videoing themselves persisted with 
personal written reflections, but transformed into a positive experience once the 
participants perceived the process as more collaborative and collegial, rather than 
evaluative.  
Implications 
Several studies have important implications for EPPs, primarily that guided video 
analysis has positive effects. In Nagro et al.’s study (2016), all student teacher candidates 
participated in video self-analysis, and both the comparison and treatment groups 
improved on measures of self-perceptions of teaching ability and actual instructional 
skills as measured by an external scorer, though internal to the program. However, the 
more structured video self-analysis group outperformed the less structured group. If 
developing teacher self-efficacy and habits of mind that transfer to classroom instruction 
is a goal of EPPs, then planning intentional video analysis during student teaching may 
help facilitate this end. The caution with self-reporting is that perceived ability and actual 
ability do not always align as Nagro’s team (2016) demonstrated with the mismatch of 
self-reported ability and outsider scored observations. Self-reporting biases can threaten 
the accuracy of data (Field, 2013; Gall et al., 2007). Thus, having an outsider scoring 
actual teaching remains an important component, rather than relying solely on student 
self-reporting. Non-institutional, outside scoring minimizes further bias and is one reason 
this study used external edTPA scores. The structure of the video analysis focus and 
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feedback is important for both the intern and the feedback provider. External 
encouragement by a peer or supervisor could be considered a Bandura “efficacy builder” 
activity and help maximize video feedback impact.  
Using structured forms and guided prompts have been shown to increase the 
impact of video analysis (Derry et al., 2010; Fukkink et al., 2011; Marker & D’Onfrio, 
2010; Nagro et al., 2016; Sherin & van Es, 2009). Cognitive load theory asserts that 
narrowing down explicit expectations for a task will improve performance on that task. 
Chunking video analysis into manageable parts and guided steps mirrors the strategy 
taught to teacher candidates to use in their own P-12 lessons (Blomberg et al., 2013; 
Marzano, 2007; Seidel et al., 2011). Chunking limits the over-taxation on working 
memory where humans process information (Marzano, 2007; Medina, 2008). Other 
studies have shown that focusing viewer attention, often multiple times with varying 
lenses, can deepen the reflection and attune the teacher to student learning rather than 
superficial descriptions (Beck et al., 2002; Derry et al., 2010; Schieble et al., 2015; Sherin 
& van Es, 2003). Derry et al. (2010) compared this unprecedented close documentation 
capability of video analysis to a powerful microscope. They recommend that each 
viewing begins with clear and theoretically motivated questions so that the viewer retains 
perspective and refrains from getting lost in the myriad complexities of classroom 
interactions. For instance, the following guiding questions illustrate theoretically 
motivated questions: 
• How do you think your words positioned your students as readers and 
writers? This study integrated positioning theory with a focus on discourse 
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analysis and interactional awareness within the classroom. (Schieble et al., 
2015) 
• How does your lesson connect students’ prior knowledge to the new concepts? 
How do you anticipate misconceptions? These questions focus on modern 
learning theory and Piaget’s theory of building upon known schema. 
(Danielson, 2013; NASEM, 2018) 
Principles of andragogy tell us that adults are self-directed and goal-oriented and desire 
hands-on training that have immediate application value (Merriam, 2001; Zepeda, 2012). 
Video analysis in this context allows interns to choose their focus, select their goal, and 
then apply it to their future classroom lessons with the opportunity to follow up.  
 While this study cannot claim causality, there is some evidence of a positive 
relationship between video analysis and teachers’ ability to assess students’ work. 
Santagata and Sandholtz (2019) reported a statistically significant positive correlation, r = 
.237, p < .05, between candidates’ mathematical content analysis and the assessment 
component of the PACT. In the present study, there was a positive correlation between 
the quantity of video analysis and Task 3 of the edTPA, Assessment. In both of these 
correlational studies, it was the assessment component of the performance portfolio that 
had the strongest positive relationship with video analysis. It may be that practice with 
aligning feedback to a particular rubric has given teacher candidates additional practice at 
targeted assessment. For teachers who may lack skill in giving specific and focused 
feedback, video analysis with a structured form, such as the IPC in the present study or 
the Classroom Video Analysis—Mathematical Content in Santagata & Sandholtz (2019), 
may help develop teachers’ assessment lens. While the rubrics differ depending upon 
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content area and age level of the K-12 classroom, the procedural skill of attending to 
rubric language and highlighting specific evidence to support a particular score during 
video analysis may be transferred to the K-12 context. Teachers learn to narrow their 
focus and align feedback. Hattie and Timperley (2007) discuss the importance of specific 
and targeted feedback to close the gap between current and desired performance or 
understanding. However, some teachers may struggle with providing specific feedback 
and fall back on generalities such as “Good job” or “Needs work.” Video analysis that is 
accompanied by guided rubrics or checklists offers a practical way for teachers to 
practice identifying a learning outcome and then providing specific feedback to help 
lessen the performance gap.  
Strengthening this assessment lens also gives teachers the opportunity to turn that 
lens towards themselves. Many states have adopted teacher evaluation systems that 
include various pedagogical rubrics. Teachers may choose a particular evaluation tool of 
relevance to their context, such as the Danielson Framework (Danielson, 2013), select a 
personal growth area, and narrow their focus to that particular evaluation item and collect 
video evidence for that rubric to demonstrate growth over time. Developing an 
assessment lens necessitates identifying a particular outcome and way to measure 
success. Video analysis with structured forms provides a process for narrowing a 
practitioner’s focus and artifacts for continued reference, which can assist in the follow 
up of personalized goals. Having success in a personalized goal or experiencing a peer’s 
success can positively impact teachers’ self-efficacy and their belief in what they can 
accomplish in the classroom. Video analysis with focused forms, such as rubrics or 
checklists, gives teachers a tangible way to focus and measure this success.  
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Recommendations for Future Research 
 
Additional research is needed on how to best structure video analysis, both for 
self-analysis and for peer review groups in teacher preparation. The nature of feedback 
that supervisors and mentors provide also offers a rich opportunity for further research. 
As per Bandura’s assertion, “efficacy builders” encourage others’ belief in their own 
ability to perform, but can just as easily undermine self-efficacy with overly negative 
feedback or setting up too challenging of expectations. Knight (2014) and Marker and 
D’Onfrio (2010) assert that for video analysis to be effective, there must be a high level 
of trust in order for video analysis of personal instruction to be a positive experience. 
Without proper care and expectation-setting, it can easily be a negative and threatening 
experience. Video recordings also bring up privacy and confidentiality concerns that need 
to be thoughtfully considered. However, if trust and confidentiality can be appropriately 
established, there are rich opportunities to apply a microscopic, focused approach to 
one’s classroom interactions. Further research on the kind of mentor and supervisor 
practices that most develop teacher candidates’ self-efficacy would help train those in 
support roles. Qualitative research would lend insight on students’ perceptions and 
openness to video analysis both as a self- and peer-analysis activity.  
Replication studies of this correlational analysis could provide further evidence of 
these findings across EPPs. It would be valuable to know if other states that use the 
edTPA find similar results. If continued evidence emerges that writing ability does not 
predict edTPA performance, that common conception would need to be seriously 
challenged within EPPs. The evidence from this current study provides rationale to re-
think this shared notion among EPPs. A replication study regarding self and peer video 
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analysis as a predictor of edTPA performance would also be beneficial. Does analyzing 
others’ videos in a video-club-like activity predict edTPA performance, and in particular, 
does it have a stronger positive relationship with Task 3: Assessment? In addition to 
correlational replication studies, experimental studies with teacher candidates would 
provide important evidence of cause and effect. A randomized control trial is needed to 
determine if the presence and type of video analysis activities during the EPP cause 
improved performance on the edTPA, a proxy for teacher competence and skill.  
Conclusion 
 
Video analysis offers the chance for multiple people to give feedback on 
classroom instruction and to apply multiple focusing questions to the same video (e.g., 
equity issues, student engagement, conceptual thinking, etc.). Structured video analysis 
has been shown to engage teachers more deeply in their examination of teaching and 
learning, rather than overly emphasizing themselves or issues of classroom management 
when they must rely on memory alone (Knight, 2014; Schieble et al., 2015). Providing 
evidence of what a teacher is doing well, reinforcing certain strategies, and giving 
positive feedback can have a greater effect size than corrective feedback (Fukkink et al., 
2011). This aligns with Bandura’s social learning theory, which suggested that 
affirmations boost self-efficacy and increase desired behaviors more than critiques. In 
addition, feedback should be specific to provide information for closing the gap between 
current and desired performance (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Video analysis allows for 
targeting very specific events that can be replayed, slowed down, and discussed with 
others so that those golden moments are not lost or hidden amidst the flurry of in-the-
moment instruction (Knight, 2014; Nagro et al., 2016; Sherin & van Es, 2003). This 
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practice of targeted video reflection may help teachers develop a habit of mind that 
transfers to in-the-moment teaching situations, but it requires thoughtful implementation 
in preparation programs. Future research can add to the growing body of literature that 
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Online Supervision Timeline 
Online Grad Teacher Ed/Hybrid Supervision Timeline and General Expectations 
Observation for candidates enrolled in online programs consists of videos and artifacts, 
along with feedback and debriefing conferences from field supervisors.  Candidates are 
observed teaching 8-10 times throughout the year one of three ways—live observation, 
video recording, or live stream. The 8-10 observations can come in any combination of 
these methods.  Observations and feedback will be aligned to the Internship Performance 
Criteria (IPC). In addition to the lesson observations, additional video journals may 
explain IPC categories that are not observable within a lesson, such as an introductory 
context video, classroom assessment strategies, and family engagement strategies.  A 
video journal shows the candidate, and possibly mentor, sharing context, explaining 
artifacts, and narrating process.  After each video submission, the supervisor will mark 
feedback in GoReact and then debrief with the candidate via a scheduled phone or web 
conference.  Both videos and synchronous conferencing will be marked in the supervisor 
observation logs.  Video observations and journals will be organized in GoReact.   
Artifacts such as lesson plans or photos of student work samples may be included in the 
GoReact submission.  
Videoing students requires permission from parents or guardians.  Candidates must 
obtain written permission for each student to be filmed using the SPU consent form in 
Sharepoint. Any student who does not have permission to be filmed must be positioned 
outside of the camera’s view.   Candidates must also agree to policies shown on the 
Video Policy and Candidate Consent form. 
*Suggested due dates for GoReact videos are listed for candidates who are doing entirely 
video observations. Your specific schedule will be determined between you and your 
supervisor depending on geography and the number of live visits.   
Date Activity Description Location 
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Reflections for Student Teaching 
 
Reflective writing is an effective way to process feedback from mentor teachers and field 
supervisors during student teaching. It is also an effective way to evaluate coursework learning 
and judge its applicability to field experience. Student teachers select topics for reflection in 
consultation with their mentor teachers and field supervisors. 
In general, student teachers will write three reflections during internship: one at the beginning, 
one in the middle, and one at the end. (See individual program activity timelines for due dates.) 
Each reflection should use one of the program standards as an overall theme for writing. In 
addition, the reflection should include specific information describing how to improve in the area 
under consideration. For example, a reflection could be written on program standard 7 Families 
and Community. The theme of the reflection would be work with families and community. 
Specifically, the reflection might include setting goals and trying alternative strategies for 
improving communication with parents about student progress. 
Each reflection should state the program standard in the introduction to act as an overall theme 
for your writing. The content of the reflection should address these questions: 
1.What have you learned about yourself because of your field experience, course content 
and/or activities? 
2.How has your learning or perspective changed because of the field experience, course 
content, and/or activity? 
3.What are the implications of what you have learned? What will you do differently to 
more effectively impact your students? 
 
Student teachers submit their reflections as Word documents to their field supervisors as an 
email attachment or in person. The length of each reflection should be 600 to 800 words. Writing 
in APA style is not necessary. Include at least one reference and citation.   The reflection should 
meet requirements for conventions, such as grammar, spelling, and punctuation. 
Reflections, which are 10% of grades earned for internship, are scored according to criteria 
shown below. 
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Sample Video Analysis Comments 
Subject Area IPC Category Example Comments in Video Coaching Platform 
Elementary math 6) Assessment Intern: Students were called upon to add to 
definition of array. Class was asked to agree or 
disagree. (Self) 
Supervisor: Agree or disagree is a great way to 
hold students accountable to listening and 





2) Instruction Intern: We try really hard to have them interact 
with the texts for maximum understanding and 
retention and laying out expectations for 
annotations is one way we do this. (Self) 
 
World language 5) Learning 
environment 
Intern: This student is struggling with this class 
for diverse reasons. When I notice that he could 
not complete the task, I stay with him, guide him, 
and even speak some English in order to be very 
clear about what the task is about. He gets help 
from his peers and, finally, he can produce an 
answer, in a cooperative way. I wait for him to 
respond for as much as needed and help him until 
he responds correctly. In the end, I celebrate with 
the rest of the class his success. (Self) 
 
Peer: Teacher patiently helps student to answer 
the question in Spanish. (Other) 
 
Another peer: The students cheer for their 
classmates. The teacher promotes a respectful 
classroom environment. (Other) 
 
 
